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VIRTUAL CLASSES OF
PARABOLIC SL2(C)-CHARACTER VARIETIES
A´NGEL GONZA´LEZ-PRIETO
Abstract. In this paper, we compute the virtual classes in the Grothendieck ring of alge-
braic varieties of SL2(C)-character varieties over compact orientable surfaces with parabolic
points of semi-simple type. When the parabolic punctures are chosen to be semi-simple
non-generic, we show that a new interaction phenomenon appears generating a recursive
pattern.
1. Introduction
Let X be topological space with finitely generated fundamental group, pi1(X), and let G
be a reductive algebraic group. The set of representations of pi1(X) into G, ρ : pi1(X)→ G,
has naturally a structure of algebraic variety, the so-called G-representation variety of X
and denoted XG(X). Moreover, the group G itself acts on XG(X) by conjugation so we can
consider the associated Geometric Invariant Theory (GIT) quotient, RG(X) = XG(X) G,
called the G-character variety of X. Since two representations are equivalent if and only if
they are conjugated, the character variety RG(X) is the moduli space of representations of
pi1(X) into G [24].
The topology and geometry of character varieties is an active research area. One of the
the reasons of this interest is the celebrated non-abelian Hodge correspondence. It states
that, if X = Σ is a closed orientable surface and G = SLn(C), then the character variety of
Σ is diffeomorphic to the moduli space of rank n vector bundles on Σ with fixed determinant
and equipped with a flat connection [30, 31], and to the moduli space of rank n and degree
0 Higgs bundles on Σ with fixed determinant [4, 29]. Despite that the three moduli spaces
are naturally complex algebraic varieties, the correspondences are not holomorphic. This
endows RSLn(C)(Σ) with three different complex structures that give rise to the first non-
trivial example of a hyperka¨hler manifold [14].
For this reason, a thorough analysis of the natural algebraic structure on RG(Σ) is needed.
However, even in the simplest cases, the problem is very hard. The first approach was
accomplished by Hausel and Rodr´ıguez-Villegas in [13]. There, they introduced an arithmetic
method that computes the E-polynomial of the GLn(C)-character variety by counting its
number of points in finite fields, in the spirit of the Weil conjectures. In [22], Mereb extended
the results to the case G = SLn(C). This strategy has also been exploited in [26], [27] and
[20] at the side of the moduli space of Higgs bundles.
Despite of the power of the arithmetic method, it is a pure combinatorial approach that
barely gives information about the underlying geometric structure of the character variety.
In this way, Logares, Mun˜oz and Newstead in [16] initiated a more geometric approach to the
computation of E-polynomials of character varieties. The key idea of this paper is to chop
XG(Σ) into simpler pieces for which the E-polynomial can be easily computed. Then, using
the additivity of the E-polynomial, the polynomial of the whole space can be obtained by
summing up all the contributions. Finally, they understood the identifications that appear
in the GIT quotient to get the E-polynomial of RG(Σ).
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2Using this method, for G = SL2(C), in [16] it is explicitly computed the E-polynomial
of the character variety over a surface of genus 1 and 2, in [17] for genus 3 and in [18] for
arbitrary genus. Moreover, in [1], using a mix between the arithmetic and the geometric
method, it was computed the E-polynomial of character varieties over orientable surfaces
for G = SL2(C), SL3(C) and over non-orientable surfaces for G = SL2(C).
An even harder challenge appears when we consider a parabolic structure on Σ. Roughly
speaking, it is given by a set of tuples Q = {(p1, λ1), . . . , (ps, λs)}, where p1, . . . , ps ∈ Σ
is a collection of different marked points, called the punctures, and λ1, . . . , λs ⊆ G is a
collection of conjugacy classes of elements of G, called the holonomies. In this case a Q-
parabolic representation is a representation ρ : pi1 (Σ− {p1, . . . , ps}) → G such that, if γi is
the loop around the puncture pi, then ρ(γi) ∈ λi. The set of Q-parabolic representations
also form an algebraic variety XG(Σ, Q), called the parabolic G-representation variety of
Σ. The corresponding GIT quotient RG(Σ, Q) = XG(Σ, Q)  G is the moduli space of
Q-parabolic representations, known as the parabolic G-character variety. The non-abelian
Hodge correspondence extends naturally to the parabolic setting to give diffeomorphisms
with the moduli space of logarithmic flat connections and with the moduli space of parabolic
Higgs bundles [28].
However, very little is known about the algebraic structure of character varieties in the
parabolic case. One of the most important advances was done in [19] and [21] forG = SLn(C),
where the E-polynomial is computed for parabolic structures of generic semi-simple type i.e.
the holonomy conjugacy classes λ1, . . . , λs ⊆ SLn(C) are orbits of semi-simple elements lying
in some Zariski open set of SLn(C)s. For general parabolic structures, in [15] the case of
at most two punctures in SL2(C) is considered over elliptic curves. However, the arithmetic
method is limited to deal with generic punctures. On the other hand, the geometric method
is based on very subtle stratifications of the representation varieties that is not clear how to
generalize to arbitrary many punctures.
In order to overcome this problem, in [6] a new method was introduced based on Topo-
logical Quantum Field Theories (TQFTs) in the context of the PhD Thesis project of the
author [7]. This method exploits the recursive nature of character varieties that is widely
presented in the literature [3, 5, 12, 23]. The key idea of this method the following. Let MHS
be the category of mixed Hodge structures and let KMHS be its associated Grothendieck
ring (a.k.a. K-theory ring). Let us also consider Bdpn(Λ) the category of n-dimensional
bordisms of pairs with parabolic data in a collection Λ of conjugacy classes of G (see
Section 2 for a precise definition). Then, in [6], we constructed a lax monoidal functor
ZG : Bdpn(Λ) → KMHS-Mod computing the virtual Hodge structure (i.e. the image
in KMHS) of parabolic G-representation varieties with holonomies in Λ. Recall that this
means that, if W is a closed connected n-dimensional manifold, ? ∈ W is a basepoint and
Q is a parabolic structure on W then, seen as a bordism (W, ?,Q) : ∅ → ∅, we have that
ZG(W, ?,Q) : KMHS→ KMHS satisfies ZG(W, ?,Q)(1) = [H•c (XG(W,Q))].
As an application, in [8] we used this method to compute the virtual Hodge structure
of parabolic SL2(C)-representation varieties over orientable surfaces of arbitrary genus and
any number of punctures with Jordan-type holonomy. For this purpose, we showed that all
the computations of the lax monoidal TQFT can be performed within a finitely generate
KMHS-module, W , called the core submodule. This simplifies the calculations since, in
that case, the TQFT can be described explicitly by computing the images of finitely many
3elements. Using the results of [9] about stratification of GIT quotients, we translated these
results to give the virtual Hodge structures of SL2(C)-character varieties over surfaces of
arbitrary genus an any number of punctures of Jordan type.
Nonetheless, if we consider semi-simple holonomies in the parabolic structure, the situation
becomes much more involved. The most important problem is that the semi-simple punctures
trigger the appearance of new generators of the submodule W , so it is no longer invariant
under the TQFT. Moreover, if the punctures are not generic, an interaction phenomenon
arises between these new generators. The aim of this paper is to explore this case.
In Section 2, we will sketch briefly the construction of [6] of the lax monoidal TQFT,
ZG. Moreover, we will show that, with a small modification, we can improve this TQFT
to compute, not only virtual Hodge structures on representation varieties, but indeed the
virtual class of the representation variety [XG(X,Q)] ∈ K˜VarC. Here K˜VarC is the local-
ization of the usual Grothendieck ring of complex algebraic varieties, KVarC, by a certain
multiplicative set. This extension is compatible with the description of the TQFT in [6] and
those computations can be translated directly to this new context.
Section 3 is the core of this paper. There, we perform the computation of the TQFT
for G = SL2(C) and punctures of semi-simple type. For this purpose, we explicitly identify
the new generators induced by the semi-simple punctures. In Section 4, we perform the
computation of the TQFT for the tube with a single puncture with semi-simple holonomy
and we express the result in terms of the new generators. In Section 4.13, we extend the
computations of Sections 6.3 and 6.4 of [8] to the new set of generators, completing the ex-
plicit description of the TQFT. Finally, in Section 5 we address the interaction phenomenon,
giving rise to a combinatorial formula that shows how to modify the generic virtual class
to deal with the case of non-generic punctures. These interaction phenomena are at the
bottom of the reason why the arithmetic method breaks down when considering non-generic
punctures. Therefore, as a consequence of these computations, in Theorem 5.6 we obtain
the following result.
Theorem. Let Σg be the closed orientable genus g surface and fix traces t1, . . . , ts ∈ C−{±2},
maybe non-generic. Write them as ti = λi+λ
−1
i for some λi ∈ C∗−{±1}. Let α+ (resp. α−)
be one half of the number of tuples (1, . . . , s) ∈ {±1}s such that λ11 · · ·λss = 1 (resp. such
that λ11 · · ·λss = −1). Let Q be a parabolic structure with r punctures with holonomy [J+]
and s > 0 punctures with holonomies Dt1 , . . . ,Dts. Denote q = [C] ∈ KVarC and let K˜VarC
be the localization of KVarC with respect to the multiplicative set generated by q, q + 1 and
q − 1. The virtual class of XSL2(C)(Σg, Q) in K˜VarC is
• If r > 0, then[
XSL2(C)(Σg, Q)
]
= q2g+s−1(q − 1)2g+r−1(q + 1) (22g+s−1 − 2s + (q + 1)2g+r+s−2)
+ Ir(t1, . . . , ts),
where the interaction term is given by
Ir(t1, . . . , ts) = q2g+s−1(q − 1)2g+r−1(α+ + α−)
(
22g + 22gq − 2q − 2
+(q + 1)2g+r + (q + 1)
(
1− 22g−1 − 1
2
(q + 1)2g+r−1
))
+ q2g+s−1(q − 1)2g+r(q + 1)α+.
4• If r = 0, then[
XSL2(C)(Σg, Q)
]
= q2g+s−1(q − 1)2g−1(q + 1)(22g+s−1 − 2s + (q + 1)2g+s−2
+ q2−2g−s(q + 1)2g+s−2) + I0(t1, . . . , ts),
where the interaction term is given by
I0(t1, . . . , ts) = qs−1(q − 1)2g−1(q + 1)(α+ + α−)
(
q(q + 1)2g−1 + q2g(q + 1)2g−1
−q2g(q + 1)2g−1 − q(q + 1)2g−1)+ q2g+s−1(q − 1)2g(q + 1)α+.
Finally, in Section 6 we use the techniques of [9] to translate this result across the GIT
quotient down to character varieties. For this reason, in Section 6.1 we review the theory
of pseudo-quotients that allows stratifications of representation varieties. In Section 6.3 we
apply this theory to count the identifications that take place in the GIT quotient of the
parabolic representation variety. In this way, we finally obtain the following result (Theorem
6.1).
Theorem. The virtual class of RSL2(C)(Σg, Q) in K˜VarC is
• If r > 0, then[RSL2(C)(Σg, Q)] = q2g+s−2(q − 1)2g+r−2 (22g+s−1 − 2s + (q + 1)2g+r+s−2)+ Ir(t1, . . . , ts)q3 − q .
• If r = 0, then[RSL2(C)(Σg, Q)] = q2g+s−2(q − 1)2g−2 (22g+s−1 − 2s + (q + 1)2g+s−2)+ (q2 − 1)2g−2(q + 1)s
+ 2α+(q − 1)2g−1(2q − 2q2g+s−2 − 1) + I0(t1, . . . , ts)
q3 − q .
Also, we will show how the remaining combinations of holonomies for the punctures can
be reduced to one of these cases of the ones studied in [8, 9].
This result finishes the study of virtual classes of parabolic SL2(C)-character varieties.
However, much remain to be done in this business. First, the next goal would be to extend
these results to higher rank. The case G = SL3(C) would allow us to extend the results of
[1] to the parabolic case and the case G = SL4(C) is completely unknown. We expect that
these situations might be addressed with the techniques developed in this series of papers.
Furthermore, it would be interesting to consider other families of groups as PGLn(C) or
Spn(C) to explore the similarities and differences in the corresponding TQFTs. This study
will be relevant towards the understanding of the mirror symmetry conjectures for character
varieties, since SLn(C) and PGLn(C) are Langlands dual groups.
The next step would be to extend the TQFT used here to deal with representation varieties
over more general spaces. In particular, it would be interesting to consider the case of
character varieties over singular and non-orientable surfaces, as well as over complements of
knots. This is the objective of a upcoming paper.
A more ambitious goal would be to extend the TQFT across the non-abelian Hodge
correspondence to compute also virtual classes of moduli spaces of flat connections and
moduli spaces of Higgs bundles. This would allow us to capture not only a particular
complex structure but the whole picture of the hyperka¨hler structure. Finally, we expect
that the TQFT constructed will be useful to shed some light into the mirror symmetry
5conjectures for character varieties posed in [10] that predict some astonishing symmetries of
E-polynomials of character varieties over a group G and its Langlands dual group LG.
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2. Topological Quantum Field Theory for representation varieties
In this section, we shall sketch briefly the construction of the TQFT described in [6]. We
will also include some modifications that will allow us to compute, not only virtual Hodge
structures, but the whole virtual class in the Grothendieck ring of algebraic varieties.
We will follow the notation of [6]. Let Λ be a set, n ≥ 1 and let Bdpn(Λ) be the category
of n-bordisms of pairs with parabolic data in Λ. Recall that an object of this category is a
triple (M,A,Q) with M a closed (n− 1)-dimensional manifold, A ⊆M a finite set meeting
each connected component of M and Q = {(S1, λ1), . . . , (Sr, λr)} a parabolic structure on
M , i.e. a set of co-oriented disjoint submanifolds S1, . . . , Sr ⊆ M of codimension 2, with
labels λ1, . . . , λr ∈ Λ.
A morphism (W,A,Q) : (M1, A1, Q1) → (M2, A2, Q2) is given by a unoriented bordism
W between M1 and M2, a finite set of points A ⊆ W meeting each connected component
of W and such that M1 ∩ A = A1 and M2 ∩ A = A2, and Q a parabolic structure on W
such that the restrictions on M1 and M2 agree with Q1 and Q2, respectively. Composition of
morphisms is given by gluing of bordisms along their common boundary and juxtaposition of
basepoints and parabolic structures. The category Bdpn(Λ) is naturally a monoidal category
with monoidal product the usual disjoint union of manifolds.
Now, let R be a commutative and unitary ring, and let R-Mod be the category of R-
modules and R-module homomorphisms. A lax monoidal Topological Quantum Field Theory,
shortened TQFT, is a lax monoidal functor
Z : Bdpn(Λ)→ R-Mod.
Remark 2.1. The lax monoidality condition means that, for any (M1, A1, Q1), (M2, A2, Q2) ∈
Bdpn(Λ), there exists a R-module homomorphism
Z(M1, A1, Q1)⊗ Z(M2, A2, Q2)→ Z ((M1, A1, Q1) unionsq (M2, A2, Q2)) .
However, this morphism might be not an isomorphism, in contrast to what is mandatory for
a genuine monoidal functor.
Remark 2.2. We can endow Bdpn(Λ) and R-Mod with natural 2-category structures. In
this framework, a lax monoidal TQFT can be usually promoted to a 2-functor. However, for
computational purposes, we will not need this structure, so we will not explore it further in
this paper. For more information, see [8].
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structure Q on it, defines a morphism (W,A,Q) : ∅ → ∅. Hence, under the TQFT, it gives
rise to a R-linear map Z(W,A,Q) : R → R. This map is fully determined by the element
χ(W,A,Q) = Z(W,A,Q)(1) ∈ R that we can think as an algebraic invariant of (W,A,Q).
In this sense, we say that Z computes the invariant χ.
2.1. Standard TQFT. In [6], it was constructed a lax monoidal TQFT that computes
virtual Hodge structures of representation varieties. Such TQFT was constructed by means
of a ‘pull-push construction’ by splitting the TQFT into a ‘field theory’ and a ‘quantisation’,
being the later constructed via a C-algebra (for a review of this method and these concepts,
see [8, Section 4]). In this section, we will slightly extend this construction to compute
the whole virtual class of the representation variety in the Grothendieck ring of algebraic
varieties.
Let us fix a ground field k. Let Vark be the category of algebraic varieties over k with
regular morphisms between them. Moreover, given X ∈ Vark, we will denote by Var/X the
relative category of algebraic varieties over X. Recall that the objects of this category are
pairs (Y, pi) with Y and algebraic variety and pi a morphism pi : Y → X. If the morphism
pi is clear from the context, the object will be denoted just by Y ∈ Var/X. Given objects
(Y1, pi1), (Y2, pi2) ∈ Var/X, a morphism between them is a regular morphism f : Y1 → Y2
such that pi1 = pi2 ◦ f . Finally, we will consider the associated Grothendieck rings (also
known as the K0-ring in K-theory), KVark and K (Var/X). The image of an algebraic
variety X ∈ Vark in the Grothendieck ring will be denoted [X] ∈ KVark and will be called
the virtual class of X.
Now, fix an algebraic group G and let Λ be a collection of subvarieties of G that are
invariant under conjugation (e.g. conjugacy classes of some elements). Given n ≥ 1, we are
going to construct a lax monoidal TQFT, ZG : Bdpn(Λ)→ KVark-Mod, such that, for all
morphism (W,A,Q) : ∅ → ∅, it gives
ZG(W,A,Q)(1) = [XG(W,A,Q)] .
This TQFT is called the standard TQFT. In order to construct this functor, we are going to
split it into two functors
Bdpn(Λ)
F−→ Span(Vark) Q−→ KVark-Mod.
Here, Span(Vark) is the category of spans of Vark (see [2] for the definition). The functor
F is playing the role of a field theory and Q is playing the role of a quantisation (in the
physical sense).
The field theory, F : Bdpn(Λ) → Span(Vark), coincides with the one described in [6].
On an object (M,A,Q) ∈ Bdpn(Λ), it assigns F(M,A,Q) = XG(M,A,Q), the associated
parabolic G-representation variety of the fundamental groupoid Π(M,A) (see Remark 2.3).
Also, given a bordism (W,A,Q) : (M1, A1, Q1)→ (M2, A2, Q2), it assigns the span
XG(M1, A1, Q1)
i1←− XG(W,A,Q) i2−→ XG(M2, A2, Q2).
Here, i1 and i2 are the maps induced by the inclusions M1 ↪→ W and M2 ↪→ W , respec-
tively, at the level of representations. By the Seifert-van Kampen Theorem for fundamental
groupoids, F is a well-defined functor.
7Remark 2.3. Recall that, given a compact manifold W and a parabolic structure Q, the set of
Q-parabolic representations, ρ : pi1(W )→ G, has naturally the structure of an algebraic vari-
ety. Suppose that Q = {(S1, λ1), . . . , (Ss, λs)} is the parabolic structure. Roughly speaking,
the algebraic structure comes from considering a finite set of generators γ1, . . . , γr, α1, . . . , αs
of pi1(W ), with the loops αi around the submanifold Si in the positive direction given by the
orientation of the normal bundle of Si. Then, we identify XG(W,Q) with the image of the
map ψ : XG(W,Q)→ Gr × λ1 × . . .× λs, ψ(ρ) = (ρ(γ1), . . . , ρ(γs), ρ(α1), . . . , ρ(αr)), that is
an algebraic set.
In the case of having a set of basepoints A ⊆ W , we can consider the representation
variety XG(W,A,Q) of representations of the fundamental groupoid ρ : Π(W,A) → G such
that ρ(αi) ∈ λi if αi is a positive loop around Si. In that case, by picking a distinguished
element on each component of Π(W,A), we have a natural identification XG(W,A,Q) =
XG(W1, Q)× . . .× XG(Wm, Q)×G|A|−m, where W1, . . . ,Wm are the connected components
of W meeting a basepoint. This also endows XG(W,A,Q) with the structure of an algebraic
variety. This is the structure considered along this paper.
The quantisation part Q : Span(Vark) → KVark-Mod is slightly different from the one
in [6]. We will construct it by means of a Vark-algebra (see [8, Section 4.1]) given by the
following data.
• On an object X ∈ Vark, it assigns K (Var/X), the Grothendieck ring of algebraic
varieties relative to X. It is a ring with product the fibered product of varieties.
• In particular, the image of the singleton variety ? ∈ Vark (i.e. of the final object)
is K (Var/?) = KVark. In this way, K (Var/X) also has a natural KVark-module
structure by cartesian product.
• Given a regular morphism f : X → Y , we define f! : K (Var/X) → K (Var/Y ) to
be morphism given by f![Z, pi] = [Z, f ◦ pi] for [Z, pi] ∈ K (Var/X). Analogously, we
define f ∗ : K (Var/Y )→ K (Var/X) by f ∗[Z, pi] = [Z×Y X, pi′], where pi′ is the map
fitting in the pullback diagram
Z ×Y X //
pi′

Z
pi

X
f
// Y
Observe that f! is a KVark-module homomorphism by its very definition, as it
commutes with cartesian product. Moreover, f ∗ is a ring homomorphism since
(Z1 ×Y Z2) ×Y X ∼= (Z1 ×Y X) ×X (Z2 ×Y X), for any Z1, Z2 ∈ Var/Y , and analo-
gously for the corresponding regular morphisms.
By the usual base change property for algebraic varieties, this assignment has the Beck-
Chevally property. Thus, it is a Vark-algebra that we shall denote K (Var/). Therefore, by
[8, Theorem 4.13], it gives rise to a lax monoidal functor Q = QK(Var/) : Span(Vark) →
KVark-Mod. By construction, to a span of the form S : ? ← X → ?, it assigns the
homomorphism Q(S) : KVark → KVark such that Q(S)(1) = [X]. Thus, putting together
this quantisation functor with the field theory, we have obtained the following result.
Theorem 2.4. Let G be an algebraic group and n ≥ 1. There exists a lax monoidal TQFT
ZG : Bdpn(Λ)→ KVark-Mod,
8computing virtual classes of parabolic G-representation varieties.
2.2. Recovering Hodge monodromy representations. Suppose that the ground field is
k = C. In that case, we can also consider the VarC-algebra of the K-theory of mixed Hodge
modules, KM, as in [6, 8]. In order to avoid misinterpretation with the maps of K (Var/), the
induced maps of KM will be denoted Mf! : KMX → KMY and Mf ∗ : KMY → KMX .
Note that this slightly differs from the notation of [6, 8].
Using KM as the VarC-algebra for the quantisation, we also obtain a lax monoidal TQFT
that we will denote ZMG : Bdpn(Λ) → KMHS-Mod. Here MHS =M? is the category of
rational mixed Hodge modules. This was the TQFT used in [8] for calculations.
This functor ZMG and the functor ZG constructed here are strongly related. To state the
relation properly, suppose that we are working in a category C with pullbacks and final
object. Let A = (A,B) and A′ = (A′, B′) be two C-algebras. In particular, this means
that A,A′ are contravariant functors out of C with values in rings, and B,B′ are covariant
functors out of C with values in modules over the rings A(?), A′(?), respectively. By a
natural transformation τ : A ⇒ A′, we will refer to a collection of ring homomorphisms
τc : Ac → A′c, for c ∈ C, intertwining with the induced maps. This means that, for any
morphism f : c→ d of C, we have τc ◦ A(f) = A′(f) ◦ τd and τd ◦B(f) = B′(f) ◦ τc.
Proposition 2.5. Let X ∈ VarC. Consider the morphism τX : K (Var/X) → KMX that,
for (Z, pi) ∈ Var/X, sends τX [Z, pi] = Mpi!
(
Q
Z
) ∈ KMX , where QZ ∈ KMZ denotes de
unit of the ring. Then τ defines a natural transformation of VarC-algebras
τ : K (Var/)⇒ KM.
Proof. The maps τX intertwine with the induced maps of the VarC-algebras. In order to
check it, let f : X → Y be a regular morphism. For the pushout, we directly have τY ◦
f![Z, pi] = τY [Z, f ◦pi] =M(f ◦pi)!QZ =Mf!◦Mpi!
(
Q
Z
)
=Mf! (τX [Z, pi]). For the pullback
map, consider the cartesian square
Z ×Y X f
′
//
pi′

Z
pi

X
f
// Y
By the Beck-Chevalley property of KM, we have
τX ◦ f ∗[Z, pi] = τX [Z ×Y X, pi′] =Mpi′!
(
Q
Z×YX
)
=Mpi′! ◦Mf ′∗
(
Q
Z
)
=Mf ∗ ◦Mpi!
(
Q
Z
)
=Mf ∗ ◦ τY [Z, pi].
Observe that, in the third equality, we have usedMf ′∗ (Q
Z
)
= Q
Z×YX , sinceMf ′∗ is a ring
homomorphism.
Finally, let us show that the maps τX : K (Var/X) → KMX are ring homomorphisms.
Suppose that pi1 : Z1 → X and pi2 : Z2 → X are objects of Var/X. If ∆ : X → X × X
denotes the diagonal map, and Z1 ×Z2 denotes the usual cartesian product (i.e. the fibered
9product over ?), we have a cartesian square
Z1 ×X Z2 ∆
′
//

Z1 × Z2
pi1×pi2

X
∆
// X ×X
By definition, we have Mpi′! ◦M∆′∗
(
Q
Z1×Z2
)
= Mpi′!
(
Q
Z1×XZ2
)
= τX [Z1 ×X Z2, pi′] =
τX ([Z1, pi1] · [Z2, pi2]).
On the other hand, let us denote p1, p2 : X × X → X the projections onto the first and
the second component, respectively. Since Q
Z1
Q
Z2
= Q
Z1×Z2 , we have that
M∆∗◦M(pi1 × pi2)!
(
Q
Z1×Z2
)
=M∆∗ ◦M(pi1 × pi2)!
(
Q
Z1
Q
Z2
)
=M∆∗
(
M(pi1)!QZ1 M(pi2)!QZ2
)
=M∆∗ (τX [Z1, pi1] τX [Z2, pi2])
=M∆∗ (Mp∗1 (τX [Z1, pi1])⊗Mp∗2 (τX [Z2, pi2]))
=M(p1 ◦∆)∗τX [Z1, pi1]⊗M(p2 ◦∆)∗τX [Z2, pi2] = τX [Z1, pi1]⊗ τX [Z2, pi2].
Note that, in the last equality, we have used p1 ◦ ∆ = p2 ◦ ∆ = 1X . Therefore, by the
Beck-Chevalley property of KM, both elements agree. This proves that τX is a ring homo-
morphism. 
Remark 2.6. • The mixed Hodge module τX [Z, pi] = Mpi!
(
Q
Z
)
first appeared in [16]
(see also [18]), where it was called the Hodge monodromy representation and was
denoted by Rpi(Z), or R(Z) if the map was clear from the context. In this notation,
the intertwining property reads Mf ∗R(Z) = R(f ∗Z) and Mf!Rpi(Z) = Rf◦pi(Z).
Moreover, the fact that τX is a ring homomorphism implies that R(Z1 ×X Z2) =
R(Z1)⊗R(Z2).
• The fact that τX is a ring homomorphism is quite surprising since, for a regular
map pi : Z → X, the morphism Mpi! : KMZ → KMX is not in general a ring
homomorphism. However, it preserve the external product, that was exactly what
we needed in order to complete the proof above.
In particular, the natural transformation τ gives us a ring homomorphism τ? : KVarC →
KMHS. It induces a natural transformation KMHS-Mod ⇒ KVarC-Mod. Under this
transformation, ZMG can be seen as taking values in KVarC-Mod. With these considerations,
we have the following result.
Corollary 2.7. There exists a natural transformation ZG ⇒ ZMG , given by τXG(M,A,Q) :
K (Var/XG(M,A,Q))→ KMXG(M,A,Q), for (M,A,Q) ∈ Bdpn(Λ).
Proof. By the construction of both functors, it is enough to build the natural transforma-
tion at the level of the respective quantisations, denoted QK(Var/),QKM : Span(VarC) →
KVarC-Mod. For this purpose, we can just take τX : QK(Var/)(X) = K (Var/X) →
QKM(X) = KMX , for an algebraic variety X. Unraveling the definitions, we get the
claimed formula. 
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2.3. Geometric and reduced TQFTs. Despite that ZG computes the virtual class of
representations varieties, it is convenient to consider a modification of this TQFT that is
easier to compute. It is produced by the reduction procedure described in [8, Section 4.5].
In this Section, we will sketch the construction of this modification and we will describe the
associated maps explicitly.
Given (M,A,Q) ∈ Bdpn(Λ), there exists an action of G on XG(M,A,Q) by conjugation.
The orbit space of this action can be given the structure of a piecewise algebraic variety (see
[8, Section 5.2]), denoted [XG(M,A,Q)/G]. We also have a piecewise algebraic quotient map
pi : XG(M,A,Q)→ [XG(M,A,Q)/G].
With this piecewise quotient, we modify the field theory to assign, to any morphism
(W,A,Q) : (M1, A1, Q1)→ (M2, A2, Q2) of Bdpn(Λ), the span
[XG(M1, A1, Q1)/G]
pi◦i1←− XG(W,A,Q) pi◦i2−→ [XG(M2, A2, Q2)/G].
Using this new field theory and the quantisation induced by the Vark-algebra K (Var/), we
obtain a new assignment ZgmG : Bdpn(Λ)→ KVark-Mod, called the geometric TQFT.
Unfortunately, in this form ZgmG is not a genuine functor since the new field theory does
not satisfy the Seifert-van Kampen theorem. Nevertheless, this problem can be easily solved.
Consider the endomorphism
η = pi! ◦ pi∗ : K (Var/[XG(M,A,Q)/G])→ K (Var/[XG(M,A,Q)/G]) .
If η is invertible then, by [8, Proposition 4.20], ZgmG = ZgmG ◦ η−1 is a lax monoidal TQFT
computing the same invariant than ZG, called the reduced TQFT. For this reason, we can
focus on the computation of the geometric TQFT, from which the reduced TQFT follows
immediately.
Remark 2.8. It may happen, and it will be actually the case in our computations of Section 3,
that η is not invertible directly. However, suppose that there exists a multiplicative set S ⊆
KVarC such that η : S
−1 (K (Var/[XG(M,A,Q)/G]))→ S−1 (K (Var/[XG(M,A,Q)/G])) is
actually invertible. In that situation, we can still get a reduced TQFT that, now, it will
compute the virtual class of the representation variety in the localized ring S−1 (KVarC).
In the case n = 2, we can give explicitly the morphisms associated to the geometric TQFT.
Observe that, in this case, the boundaries have no parabolic structures since the parabolic
structure are codimension 2 submanifolds. Now, consider the set of morphisms of Bdp2(Λ)
depicted in Figure 1, for λ ∈ Λ.
Figure 1. Special bordisms of Bdp2(Λ).
The importance of these bordisms is the following. Let Σg be the orientable closed surface
of genus g and consider any parabolic structure Q on it with s marked points. Then, if
A is a set of g + s + 1 basepoints of Σg, as a morphism we can decompose (Σg, A,Q) =
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D† ◦ Lλs ◦ . . . ◦ Lλ1 ◦ Lg ◦ D. Thus, in order to compute virtual images of representation
varieties over closed surfaces, we can only focus on this special set of bordisms.
With respects to the boundaries, we only need to care about the circle with a single base-
point, (S1, ?). We have that the associated module is ZgmG (S
1, ?) = K (Var/[XG(S
1, ?)/G]) =
K (Var/[G/G]) i.e. Grothendieck ring of varieties over the set of conjugacy classes of G. In
order to get in touch with the notation of Section 3, let us denote this piecewise quotient
map as tr0 : G → [G/G]. With respect to morphisms, as explained in [8, Section 5.1], the
associated field theories of the discs are
F(D) : ? ←− ? i−→ [G/G],
1 7→ {Id}
F(D†) : [G/G] i←− ? −→ ?.
{Id} ← [ 1
Therefore, ZgmG (D) = i! and Z
gm
G (D
†) = i∗. On the other hand, for the tubes L and Lλ, the
associated field theories are
F(L) : [G/G] p←− G4 q−→ [G/G],
tr0 (g) ← [ (g, g1, g2, h) 7→ tr0 (g[g1, g2])
F(Lλ) : [G/G] r←− G2 × λ s−→ [G/G].
tr0 (g) ←[ (g, h, ξ) 7→ tr0 (gξ)
Hence, ZgmG (L) = q!p
∗ and ZgmG (Lλ) = s!r
∗. Finally, the reduced TQFT is ZgmG = ZgmG ◦ η−1
with η = tr0 ! ◦ tr0 ∗ : K (Var/[G/G])→ K (Var/[G/G]).
3. Parabolic SL2(C)-representation varieties
From now on, we shall focus on the case of surfaces and G = SL2(C), for which we will
compute the module homomorphisms of the reduced TQFT, as described in the previous
section. This is analogous to the results of [8] but for a wider set of allowed holonomies for
the punctures. For convenience, we will shorten ZgmSL2(C) by Z
gm.
3.1. Generalities on SL2(C). In order to fix notation, recall that in SL2(C) there are five
special types of elements, namely the matrices
Id =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, −Id =
(−1 0
0 −1
)
, J+ =
(
1 1
0 1
)
, J− =
(−1 1
0 −1
)
, Dλ =
(
λ 0
0 λ−1
)
,
with λ ∈ C∗ − {±1}. Any element of SL2(C) is conjugated to one of these elements. Such a
distinguished representant is unique up to the fact that Dλ and Dλ−1 are conjugated for all
λ ∈ C∗ − {±1}. Hence, we have a stratification
SL2(C) = {Id} unionsq {−Id} unionsq [J+] unionsq [J−] unionsqD,
where D =
⋃
λ[Dλ] = {A ∈ SL2 | trA 6= ±2} and [A] denotes the conjugacy class of A ∈
SL2(C). Given t ∈ C− {±2}, we will also denote Dt = {A ∈ SL2(C) | trA = t}.
The GIT quotient of the action of SL2(C) on itself is given by the trace map tr : SL2(C)→
C. By the stratification above, it only identifies the orbits {Id} and [J+] (both orbits of
matrices of trace 2) as well as the orbits {−Id} and [J−] (both orbits of matrices of trace
−2). This implies that the piecewise quotient space is
[SL2(C)/SL2(C)] = {[Id]} unionsq {[−Id]} unionsq {[J+]} unionsq {[J−]} unionsqΘ,
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where Θ = C−{±2} is the space of traces of matrices with two different simple eigenvalues.
The orbitwise quotient map will be denoted tr0 : SL2(C) → [SL2(C)/SL2(C)]. Under the
action of SL2(C) on itself by conjugation we have that Stab (±Id) = SL2(C), Stab (J±) = C
and Stab (Dλ) = C∗, for λ ∈ C∗ − {±1}. In particular, if we denote q = [C] ∈ KVarC, we
have that [SL2(C)] = q3 − q, [[J±]] = q2 − 1 and [Dt] = q2 + q (see [8, Section 6] for details).
In analogy with [8, Section 6.1], under the inclusion of these strata into SL2(C), we can
consider the respective units T2 ∈ K (Var/{Id}), T−2 ∈ K (Var/{−Id}), T+ ∈ K (Var/[J+]),
T− ∈ K (Var/[J−]) and TΘ ∈ K (Var/Θ) seen as elements of K (Var/[SL2(C)/SL2(C)]). On
Θ, we also consider the varieties
X2 =
{
(w, t) ∈ C∗ ×Θ |w2 = t− 2} , X−2 = {(w, t) ∈ C∗ ×Θ |w2 = t+ 2} ,
Let pi be their projections onto the second component, pi(w, t) = t. In this setting, the
pairs (X2, pi) and (X−2, pi) define elements of K (Var/Θ) that we will denote [X2] and [X−2],
respectively. We set S2 = [X2] − TΘ and S−2 = [X−2] − TΘ. It can be proven that, if we
considerX2,−2 = {(w, t) ∈ C∗ ×Θ |w2 = t2 − 4}, with projection over Θ given by pi(w, t) = t,
then [X2,−2] = TΘ + S2 × S−2, where S2 × S−2 denotes the product in K (Var/Θ). These
elements satisfy some algebraic relations in K (Var/Θ) that we will need for the subsequent
computations.
Lemma 3.1. In the ring K (Var/Θ), the following relations hold.
S22 = S
2
−2 = TΘ, [X2,−2]× [X2] = [X2,−2]× [X−2] = [X2 ×Θ X−2].
Proof. For the first equality, observe that it holds
X2 ×Θ X2 =
{
(w1, w2, t)
∣∣w21 = t− 2, w22 = t− 2}
=
{
(w1, w1, t)
∣∣w21 = t− 2} unionsq {(w1,−w1, t) ∣∣w21 = t− 2} ∼= X2 unionsqX2.
Therefore, we have that 2TΘ + 2S2 = 2[X2] = [X2] × [X2] = (TΘ + S2)2 = TΘ + 2S2 + S22
and, solving for S22 , we find S
2
2 = TΘ. The computation for S
2
−2 is analogous. The second
equality can be obtained directly from this result, since we have
[X2,−2]× [X2] = (TΘ + S2 × S−2)(TΘ + S2) = TΘ + S2 + S22 × S−2 + S2 × S−2
= TΘ + S2 + S−2 + S2 × S−2 = [X2]× [X−2].
However, a more directed proof can be given. Using the explicit expression of X2,−2 ×Θ X2,
we have that
X2,−2 ×Θ X2 =
{
(w1, w2, t)
∣∣w21 = (t− 2)(t+ 2), w22 = t− 2}
∼= {(w′1, w2, t) ∣∣w′21 = t+ 2, w22 = t− 2} = X2 ×Θ X−2.
Observe that, in the second equality, the isomorphism is given by the map (w1, w2, t) 7→
(w1/w2, w2, t). 
The importance of these elements comes from the fact that, in [8], it was proven that
the submodule generated by W = 〈T±2, T±, TΘ, S±2, S2 × S−2〉 is invariant under Zgm(L)
and Zgm(L[J±]) and that Z
gm(D) and Zgm(D†) are respectively the inclusion and projection
onto T2. This means that all the computations of the TQFT can be safely restricted to this
submodule.
For the purposes of this paper, we also need to consider a kind of ‘skyscraper generators’
over selected points of Θ. For t ∈ Θ, we shall denote by Tt the image of the unit in
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K (Var/Dt) ⊆ K (Var/Θ). In this way, we will consider the KVarC-submodule generated
by W and all the skyscraper generators Tt for t ∈ Θ, that we will denote W . Observe that
W is not finitely generated, in contrast to W .
Remark 3.2. There is a small change of notation with respect to [8, Section 6.1]. In that
paper, the elements T2 and T−2 are denoted as T1 and T−1, respectively. We have decided to
change notation in order to avoid the ambiguity of using T±1 to denote both the unit over
±Id and over the matrices of trace ±1. With the new convention, Tt always refers to the
unit over Dt, the diagonalizable matrices of trace t.
Another minor change of notation is that S2 × S−2 in this paper stands for what it was
denoted as S2⊗S−2 in [8]. This change allows us to be consistent with the product notation
in the quantisation ring, that is cartesian product of varieties in this paper but it was tensor
product of mixed Hodge modules in [8].
Let us consider the module endomorphism η = tr0 ! ◦ tr0 ∗ : K (Var/[SL2(C)/SL2(C)]) →
K (Var/[SL2(C)/SL2(C)]). The image under this map of W was calculated in [8]. Taking
into account the new skyscraper generators, we have the following result.
Lemma 3.3. The submodule W is invariant for the morphism η. Indeed, the image of Tt
is given by η(Tt) = (q
2 + q)Tt and, with respect to the standard set of generators, the matrix
of η is

T2 T−2 T+ T− TΘ S2 S−2 S2 × S−2 Tt
T2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T−2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T+ 0 0 q
2 − 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
T− 0 0 0 q2 − 1 0 0 0 0 0
TΘ 0 0 0 0 q
2 0 0 q 0
S2 0 0 0 0 0 q
2 q 0 0
S−2 0 0 0 0 0 q q2 0 0
S2 × S−2 0 0 0 0 q 0 0 q2 0
Tt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 q
2 + q

Proof. We just need to compute the image of the new skyscraper generators. Fix t ∈ Θ =
C− {±2}. We have a commutative diagram whose square is cartesian
Dt // _
ww
{Dt}
_

[SL2(C)/SL2(C)] SL2(C)
tr0 //tr0oo [SL2(C)/SL2(C)]
Hence, we have that tr0 ! ◦ tr0 ∗Tt = [Dt]Tt = (q2 + q)Tt. Combining this computation with
[8, Proposition 6.3], the result follows. 
Remark 3.4. The morphism η : K (Var/[SL2(C)/SL2(C)]) → K (Var/[SL2(C)/SL2(C)]) is
not invertible, as the polynomials in q appearing the the matrix above are not units of KVarC.
However, η is invertible as endomorphism of the localization of K (Var/[SL2(C)/SL2(C)])
with respect to the multiplicative set S generated by q, q + 1 and q − 1. From now on,
we will denote the localizations K˜(Var/X) = S−1 (K (Var/X)) for a complex algebraic
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variety X and, in particular, we set K˜VarC = S
−1 (KVarC). In this way, we get that
η : K˜(Var/[SL2(C)/SL2(C)]) → K˜(Var/[SL2(C)/SL2(C)]) is invertible. As mentioned in
Remark 2.8, this implies we can still carry on our computations on the corresponding local-
ized Grothendieck rings.
3.2. The semi-simple puncture. Fix t0 ∈ Θ and write t0 = λ0 + λ−10 for some λ0 ∈
C∗ − {±2}. In this section, we shall compute the image of the tube LDt0 : (S1, ?)→ (S1, ?)
under the reduced TQFT, where Dt0 = {A ∈ SL2(C) | trA = t0}. Recall that the field theory
for Zgm on LDt0 is the span
[SL2(C)/SL2(C)]
r←− SL2(C)2 ×Dt0 s−→ [SL2(C)/SL2(C)]
tr0 (A) ←[ (A,B,C) 7→ tr0 (BACB−1) = tr0 (AC)
so Zgm(LDt0 ) = s! ◦ r∗ : K (Var/[SL2(C)/SL2(C)])→ K (Var/[SL2(C)/SL2(C)]).
Instead of the orbit space required by the field theory, it will be also convenient to consider
the rough GIT quotient span
C ←− SL2(C)2 ×Dt0 −→ C
tr (A) ←[ (A,B,C) 7→ tr (AC)
Taking into account that Dλ0 = SL2(C)/C∗, we get that this span is naturally isomorphic to
C ←− SL2(C)2 × (SL2(C)/C∗) −→ C
tr (A) ←[ (A,B, P ) 7→ tr (ADλ0)
Since the second and the third factors play no role in the previous span, we can focus on the
simplified span
(1)
C ←− SL2(C) −→ C
tr (A) ←[ A 7→ tr (ADλ0)
Lemma 3.5. Let W be the algebraic variety
W =
{
(y, z, t, t′) ∈ C4
∣∣∣∣ (t− t′)2t20 − 4 − tt
′
t0 + 2
+ yz = −1
}
.
Then, span (1) is isomorphic to
C ←− W −→ C
t ←[ (y, z, t, t′) 7→ t′
Moreover, let us decompose W = WaunionsqWb where Wa = W ∩{z 6= 0} and Wb = W ∩{z = 0}.
Then we have
• Wa is isomorphic to C∗×C×C and the maps of the span correspond to the projections
onto the second and third components, respectively.
• Wb is isomorphic to C× C∗. Under this isomorphism, the span is
C α←− C× C∗ β−→ C
µλ0 + µ
−1λ−10 ←[ (y, µ) 7→ µ+ µ−1
Proof. Let us take
W =
{
(A, t, t′) ∈ SL2(C)× C2
∣∣∣∣ t = trAt′ = tr (ADλ0)
}
.
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A straightforward computation shows that W is the set of matrices of the form
A =
 t2 (1− λ0+λ−10λ0−λ−10 )+ t′λ0−λ−10 y
z t
2
(
1 +
λ0+λ
−1
0
λ0−λ−10
)
− t′
λ0−λ−10

satisfying that
(λ0t− λ0t′)2
(λ20 − 1)2
− λ0tt
′
(λ20 + 1)
2
+ yz = −1⇔ (t− t
′)2
t20 − 4
− tt
′
t0 + 2
+ yz = −1.
With this description, we have that the left-most span map corresponds to (y, z, t, t′) 7→ t,
and the right-most map to (y, z, t, t′) 7→ t′. On Wa, we can solve this equation for y and the
span maps are trivial fibrations with fibers C∗ × C.
If z = 0, the later equation forces t and t′ to satisfy
H =
{
(t, t′) ∈ C2
∣∣∣∣ (t− t′)2t20 − 4 − tt
′
t0 + 2
= −1
}
=
{
t =
1
2
t′t0 ± 1
2
√
(t′2 − 4)(t20 − 4)
}
.
Hence, H is an affine hyperbola that can be parametrized by C∗ → H, µ 7→ (µλ0+µ−1λ−10 , µ+
µ−1). Under this isomorphism, the maps r and s become the claimed maps α and β, respec-
tively. 
Proposition 3.6. On Θ = C−{±2}, the endomorphism β! ◦α∗ : K (Var/Θ)→ K (Var/Θ)
is given by
β!α
∗(TΘ) = q (TΘ + S2 × S−2 − Tt0 − T−t0) , β!α∗(S2) = q (S2 + S−2 − Tt0 − T−t0) ,
β!α
∗(S2 × S−2) = q (TΘ + S2 × S−2 − Tt0 − T−t0) , β!α∗(S−2) = q (S2 + S−2 − Tt0 − T−t0) .
Proof. Observe that α−1(±2) = C×{±λ−10 } and β−1(±2) = C×{±1}. Hence, the span for
Wb restricts to
C− {±2} α←− C× (C∗ − {±1,±λ−10 }) β−→ C− {±2}
µλ0 + µ
−1λ−10 ←[ (y, µ) 7→ µ+ µ−1
Consider the isomorphism τ : C∗ − {±1,±λ0} → C∗ −
{±1,±λ−10 } given by τ(µ) = λ0µ,
the map t(µ) = µ + µ−1 and the projection c : C → ?. We can write α = c × (t ◦ τ) and
β = c× t so we have that β!α∗ = c!c∗ × t!τ ∗t∗ = q t!τ ∗t∗, with q = [C] ∈ KVarC.
In particular this implies that, for TΘ, it holds β!α
∗(TΘ) = q t!t∗TΘ since t∗ and τ ∗
are ring homomorphisms. For [X2], we have that t
∗X2 = (C∗ − {±1,±λ0}) ×Θ X2 =
{(w, µ) |w2 = µ+ µ−1 − 2}, which is isomorphic to (tτ)∗X2 =
(
C∗ − {±1,±λ−10 })×ΘX2 ={
(w, µ)
∣∣w2 = µλ0 + µ−1λ−10 − 2} as element of K (Var/(C∗ − {±1,±λ−10 })). Therefore,
we have that β!α
∗[X2] = q t!t∗[X2] and analogously for X2 and X2 ×Θ X−2. Thus, τ ∗ does
not modify the calculation and we can focus on the computation of t!t
∗.
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In this case, observe that we have an isomorphism ψ : C∗ − {±1} → X2,−2, given by
ψ(µ) = (λ− λ−1, λ+ λ−1). Under this isomorphism, there is a commutative diagram
C∗ − {±1}
t
''
t
ww
C− {±2} C− {±2}
X2,−2
pi
77
pi
gg
ψ
OO
where pi : X2,−2 → C − {±2} is pi(w, t) = t. Since ψ is an isomorphism, t!t∗ = pi!ψ!ψ∗pi∗ =
pi!pi
∗. In particular, we have that pi!pi∗(TΘ) = pi!
(
TX2,−2
)
= [X2,−2] = TΘ + S2 × S−2. On the
other hand, Lemma 3.1 implies that
pi!pi
∗[X2] = [X2,−2 ×Θ X2] = [X2]× [X−2] = TΘ + S2 + S−2 + S2 × S−2,
and analogously for [X−2]. For [X2×ΘX−2], also using the relations of Lemma 3.1 we obtain
pi!pi
∗[X2 ×Θ X−2] = [X2,−2 ×Θ X2]× [X−2] = [X2]× [X−2]× [X−2]
= 2[X2]× [X−2] = 2TΘ + 2S2 + 2S−2 + 2S2 × S−2.
Therefore, using that [X±2] = TΘ + S±2, and subtracting the missing fibers over ±t0 =
t(±λ−10 ), the result follows. 
4. Computations of the geometric TQFT
After the preliminary computations of Section 3, we are ready to accomplish the com-
putation of the geometric TQFT. Along this section, we fix t0 ∈ Θ and we write it as
t0 = λ0 + λ
−1
0 for a fixed λ0 ∈ C∗ − {±1}. We shall focus on the computation of the
KVarC-module morphism
Zgm(LDt0 ) : K (Var/[SL2(C)/SL2(C)])→ K (Var/[SL2(C)/SL2(C)]) .
For short, if X, Y are subvarieties of [SL2(C)/SL2(C)], we shall denote
ZX,Y = r
−1(X) ∩ s−1(Y ) = {(A,B,C) ∈ tr0 −1(X)×Dt0 | tr0 (AC) ∈ Y }
∼= {A ∈ tr0 −1(X) | tr0 (ADλ0) ∈ Y }×Dt0 × SL2(C).
We will also write Z0X,Y = {A ∈ tr0 −1(X) | tr0 (ADλ0) ∈ Y } so [ZX,Y ] = (q2+q)(q3−q)[Z0X,Y ],
where q = [C] ∈ KVarC.
4.1. Image of T2. We have that r
−1(Id) = ZId,Dt0 = Dt0×SL2(C) and s is just the projection
onto a point s : Dt0 × SL2(C)→ {Dt0}. Hence, Zgm(LDt0 )(T2) = (q2 + q)(q3 − q)Tt0 .
4.2. Image of T−2. Analogously to the previous case, we have that r−1(−Id) = D−t0 ×
SL2(C) and s is the projection onto the point {D−t0} so Zgm(LDt0 )(T−2) = (q2+q)(q3−q)T−t0 .
Remark 4.1. In general D−λ0 is not conjugated to Dλ0 except in the case λ0 = ±i. In that
case, t0 = 0 so Z
gm(LD0)(T2) = Z
gm(LD0)(T−2) = (q
2 + q)(q3 − q)T0.
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4.3. Image of T+. In this case, r
−1([J+]) has a non-trivial decomposition. Analyzing the
strata separately we obtain the following.
• Over ±Id, we have that Z0[J+],{±Id} = {A ∼ J+ |ADλ0 = ±Id} = ∅ so these strata add
no contribution.
• Over [J±], a direct computation shows that
Z0[J+],[J±] = {A ∼ J+ |ADλ0 ∼ J±} =
{(
1− x y
z 1 + x
) ∣∣∣∣ yz = −x2λ0 + λ−10 − x(λ0 − λ−10 ) = ±2
}
=
{
yz = −
(
λ0 + λ
−1
0 ∓ 2
λ0 − λ−10
)2
6= 0
}
∼= C∗.
This agrees with the calculation of Lemma 3.5. Therefore, Zgm(LDt0 )(T+)|[J±] =
(q − 1)(q2 + q)(q3 − q)T±.
• Over Θ, by Lemma 3.5 we have that
Z0[J+],Θ =
{
(2λ0−λ0t′)2
(λ20−1)2 −
2λ0t′
(λ20+1)
2 + yz = −1
(y, z) 6= (0, 0), t′ 6= ±2
}
,
and s is given by (y, z, t′) 7→ t′. Where z = 0, the previous equation forces t′ = t0.
We have to remove the point y = 0 from the fiber C, so this stratum contributes
as (q − 1)Tt0 . Where z 6= 0, we can solve for y and t′ ∈ Θ is free, so this stratum
contributes as (q−1)TΘ. Hence, we have that Zgm(LDt0 )(T+)|Θ = (q−1)(q2 +q)(q3−
q) (TΘ + Tt0).
Adding all the contributions of the strata, we finally have that
Zgm(LDt0 )(T+) = (q − 1)(q2 + q)(q3 − q) (T+ + T− + TΘ + Tt0) .
4.4. Image of T−. The calculations for this stratum are completely analogous to the ones
for T+ so we find that
Zgm(LDt0 )(T−) = (q − 1)(q2 + q)(q3 − q) (T+ + T− + TΘ + T−t0) .
4.5. Image of TΘ. As in the previous case, we stratify r
−1(Θ) and analyze each piece
separately.
• Over ±Id, we have ZΘ,{±Id} = D±t0 × SL2(C) and s is the projection onto a point.
So we obtain that Zgm(LDt0 )(TΘ)|±Id = (q2 + q)(q3 − q)T±2.
• Over [J±], by Lemma 3.5, we have that
Z0Θ,[J±] = (W ∩ {t′ = 2})−
{
±Dλ−10
}
=
{
(y, z, t)
∣∣∣∣∣ (λ0t∓ 2λ0)2(λ20 − 1)2 ∓ 2λ0t(λ20 + 1)2 + yz = −1
}
− {(0, 0,±t0)} .
Observe that we have to remove the point A = ±Dλ−10 , for which ADλ0 = ±Id instead
of J±. This corresponds to (y, z, t) = (0, 0,±t0). Where z 6= 0, we know by Lemma
3.5 that the fiber is C∗ × Θ that contributes with (q − 1)(q − 2). Where z = 0, we
have t = ±t0 so the fiber is C∗ that contributes with q − 1. Taking into account the
factor (q2 + q)(q3− q) we obtain that Zgm(LDt0 )(TΘ)|[J±] = (q−1)2(q2 + q)(q3− q)T±.
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• Over Θ, analogously we have that
Z0Θ,Θ =
{
(λ0t− λ0t′)2
(λ20 − 1)2
− λ0tt
′
(λ20 + 1)
2
+ yz = −1
}
.
As proved in Lemma 3.5, with respect to the projection onto t′, we have that for z 6= 0
it is a trivial fibration of fiber C∗×Θ so this part contributes with (q−1)(q−2)TΘ. On
the other hand, the stratum z = 0 contributes with q (TΘ + S2 × S−2 − Tt0 − T−t0).
Adding up the contributions, we find that
Zgm(LDt0 )(TΘ) = (q
2 + q)(q3 − q) (T2 + T−2 + (q − 1)2T+ + (q − 1)2T−
+ (q2 − 2q + 2)TΘ + qS2 × S−2 − qTt0 − qT−t0
)
.
4.6. Image of S2. The computation for this generator is very similar the previous one
but taking into account the double cover X2 → Θ that defines S2. We shall focus on the
computation of s!r
∗[X2] and, using that [X2] = TΘ + S2 the result follows by calculating
Zgm(LDt0 )(S2) = s!r
∗[X2]− Zgm(LDt0 )(TΘ).
According to the stratification of r−1(Θ) we have
• Over ±Id we have the commutative diagram with cartesian square
Xˆ2
zz
// X2

{Id} ZΘ,{±Id}soo r // Θ
where Xˆ2 = r|∗ZΘ,{±Id}X2 =
{
(A,B,C,w, t) ∈ ZΘ,{±Id} × C∗ ×Θ |w2 = t− 2, t = trA
}
.
Using that ZΘ,{±Id} ∼= D±t0 × SL2(C) we find that Xˆ2 =
{
w =
√±t0 − 2
}× D±t0 ×
SL2(C) so [Xˆ2] = 2(q2 + q)(q3− q). This implies that s!r|∗ZΘ,{±Id} [X2] = 2(q2 + q)(q3−
q)T±2
• Over [J+], we a commutative diagram
Xˆ2
||
// X2

[J+] Z
0
Θ,[J+]s
oo
r
// Θ
where Xˆ2 =
{
(A,w) ∈ Z0Θ,[J+] × C∗ |w2 = trA− 2
}
. Stratifying according to z as in
Lemma 3.5 we have the following strata.
– For z = 0, the equation for W in Lemma 3.5 forces that t = t0. In this way, we
have that
Xˆ2 ∩ {z = 0} =
{
(y, w) ∈ (Z0Θ,[J+] ∩ {z = 0})× C∗ ∣∣∣∣w2 = t0 − 2y 6= 0
}
= C∗ × {w = ±√t0 − 2} .
Therefore, [Xˆ2 ∩ {z = 0}] = 2(q − 1).
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– For z 6= 0, we can solve for y to obtain that
Xˆ2 ∩ {z 6= 0} =
{
(t, z, w) ∈ (C− {±2})× C∗ × C∗ ∣∣w2 = t− 2}
= X2 × C∗.
The first factor is an affine parabola without 3 points so we have that [Xˆ2 ∩
{z 6= 0}] = (q − 1)(q − 3).
Adding up all the contributions, we find that [Xˆ2] = (q−1)2 and, thus, s!r|∗ZΘ,[J+] [X2] =
(q2 + q)(q3 − q)(q − 1)2T+.
• Over [J−], the computation is completely analogous and we have s!r|∗ZΘ,[J−] [X2] =
(q2 + q)(q3 − q)(q − 1)2T−.
• Over Θ, the commutative diagram
Xˆ2
~~
// X2

Θ Z0Θ,Θs
oo
r
// Θ
is completed with
Xˆ2 =
{
(y, z, t, t′, w) ∈ W × C∗
∣∣∣∣w2 = t− 2t, t′ 6= ±2
}
.
The projection becomes s(y, z, t, t′, w) = t′. As above, we stratify depending on z.
– Where z 6= 0, the situation is simple since we can solve for y and thus
Xˆ2 ∩ {z 6= 0} =
{
w2 = t− 2
t, t′ 6= ±2
}
× C∗ =
{
w2 = t− 2
t 6= ±2
}
× C∗ ×Θ.
Moreover, under this isomorphism the map s becomes the projection onto the
last component. Therefore, since {w2 = t− 2, t 6= ±2} ∼= C−{0,±2i}, we obtain
that
[
Xˆ2 ∩ {z 6= 0}
]
= (q − 3)(q − 1)TΘ.
– Where z = 0, by Lemma 3.5 we get that this stratum contributes as qTΘ +qS2 +
qS−2 + qS2 × S−2 − 2qTt0 − 2qT−t0 .
Adding up all the contributions and subtracting Zgm(LDt0 )(TΘ), we finally find
that
Zgm(LDt0 )(S2) = (q
2 + q)(q3 − q) (T2 + T−2 + (1− q)TΘ + qS2 + qS−2 − qTt0 − qTt0) .
4.7. Image of S−2. The calculations for this element are analogous for the ones of S2, so
we also obtain
Zgm(LDt0 )(S−2) = (q
2 + q)(q3 − q) (T2 + T−2 + (1− q)TΘ + qS2 + qS−2 − qTt0 − qTt0) .
4.8. Image of S2×S−2. The computation for this element is very similar the one of S±2. As
above, we will compute s!r
∗[X2×ΘX−2] and, using that [X2×ΘX−2] = TΘ+S2+S−2+S2×S−2,
we get the image of S2×S−2 as Zgm(LDt0 )(S2×S−2) = s!r∗[X2×Θ X−2]−Zgm(LDt0 )(TΘ)−
Zgm(LDt0 )(S2)− Zgm(LDt0 )(S−2).
As above, we decompose the calculation according to the stratification of r−1(Θ).
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• Over ±Id we have the commutative diagram with cartesian square
̂X2 ×Θ X−2
yy
// X2 ×Θ X−2

{Id} ZΘ,{±Id}soo r // Θ
where the pullback variety ̂X2 ×Θ X−2 = X2 ×Θ X−2 ×Θ ZΘ,{±Id} is given by
̂X2 ×Θ X−2 =
{
(A,B,C,w1, w2, t) ∈ ZΘ,{±Id} × (C∗)2 ×Θ |w21 = trA− 2, w22 = trA+ 2
}
=
{
w21 = t0 − 2, w22 = t0 + 2
}×D±t0 × SL2(C).
Therefore, we get
[
̂X2 ×Θ X−2
]
= 4(q2 + q)(q3 − q).
• Over [J+], there is a commutative diagram
̂X2 ×Θ X−2
zz
// X2

[J+] Z
0
Θ,[J+]s
oo
r
// Θ
where ̂X2 ×Θ X−2 =
{
(A,w1, w2) ∈ Z0Θ,[J+] × (C∗)2 |w21 = trA− 2, w22 = trA+ 2
}
.
Stratifying according to z, we get
– For z = 0, the equation for H in Lemma 3.5 forces that t = t0 and, thus
̂X2 ×Θ X−2 ∩ {z = 0} =
(y, w1, w2) ∈ (Z0Θ,[J+] ∩ {z = 0})× (C∗)2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
w21 = t0 − 2
w22 = t0 + 2
y 6= 0

= C∗ × {w1 = ±√t0 − 2, w2 = ±√t0 + 2} .
Therefore,
[
̂X2 ×Θ X−2 ∩ {z = 0}
]
= 4(q − 1).
– For z 6= 0, we solve for y so that
̂X2 ×Θ X−2 ∩ {z 6= 0} =
{
(t, z, w1, w2) ∈ Θ× (C∗)3
∣∣∣∣w21 = t− 2w22 = t+ 2
}
= (X2 ×Θ X−2)× C∗.
The first factor is an affine hyperbola minus 4 points, that contributes with q−5.
Therefore,
[
̂X2 ×Θ X−2 ∩ {z 6= 0}
]
= (q − 1)(q − 5).
Adding up all the contributions, we find that
[
̂X2 ×Θ X−2
]
= (q − 1)2 and, thus,
s!r|∗ZΘ,[J+] [X2 ×Θ X−2] = (q
2 + q)(q3 − q)(q − 1)2T+.
• Over [J−], the situation is completely analogous to the previous item so we have that
s!r|∗ZΘ,[J−] [X2 ×Θ X−2] = (q
2 + q)(q3 − q)(q − 1)2T+.
• Over Θ, we have the commutative diagram
̂X2 ×Θ X−2
zz
// X2 ×X−2

Θ Z0Θ,Θs
oo
r
// Θ
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that is completed with ̂X2 ×Θ X−2 = {w21 = t− 2, w22 = t+ 2}. As always, we stratify
depending on z.
– Where z 6= 0, we get a trivial fibration as for S2 with fiber X2 ×Θ X−2 so we
obtain that
[
̂X2 ×Θ X−2 ∩ {z 6= 0}
]
= (q − 5)(q − 1)TΘ.
– Where z = 0, by Lemma 3.5 we get that this stratum contributes as 2qTΘ +
2qS2 + 2qS−2 + 2qS2 × S−2 − 4qTt0 − 4qT−t0 .
Therefore, putting together these results we find that
Zgm(LDt0 )(S2 × S−2) = (q2 + q)(q3 − q) (T2 + T−2 + TΘ + qS2 × S−2 − qTt0 − qTt0) .
4.9. Image of Tt0.
• Over Id, we have that ZDt0 ,{Id} = Dt0 × SL2(C), so we have that Zgm(LDt0 )(Tt0)|Id =
(q2 + q)(q3 − q)T2.
• Over −Id, we have that ZDt0 ,{−Id} = ∅, except in the case that t0 = 0 for which
ZDt0 ,{−Id} = Dt0 × SL2(C) (c.f. Remark 4.1). Hence, Zgm(LDt0 )(Tt0)|−Id = 0 if t0 6= 0
and Zgm(LD0)(T0)|−Id = (q2 + q)(q3 − q)T−2.
• Over [J+], the calculation is a simplified version of the one in Section 4.5. On W ,
having t = t0 and t
′ = 2 implies that yz = 0. Hence, Z0Dt0 ,[J+] = {yz = 0}−{(0, 0)} =
C∗ unionsq C∗ so Zgm(LDt0 )(Tt0)|[J+] = (q2 + q)(q3 − q)(2q − 2)T+.
• Over [J−], now we have that, in W , to have t = t0 and t′ = −2 implies that yz = α0
for some α0 ∈ C fixed. If t0 6= 0, then α0 6= 0. Thus Z0Dt0 ,[J−] = {yz = α0} = C
∗ so
Zgm(LDt0 )(Tt0)|[J−] = (q2 +q)(q3−q)(q−1)T−. However, if t0 = 0 then α0 = 0 and we
have the same situation as for [J+], so Z
gm(LD0)(T0)|[J−] = (q2 +q)(q3−q)(2q−2)T−.
• Over Θ, we also have a simplified version of Section 4.5. In this case, Z0Dt0 ,Θ is given
by the tuples (t′, y, z) ∈ Θ× C2 such that
(t′ − t0)2
t20 − 4
− t
′t0
t0 + 2
+ yz = −1.
– For z = 0, this equation forces t′ = t20 − 2. Hence, this stratum contributes as
qTt20−2 if t0 6= 0, and 0 if t0 = 0.
– For z 6= 0, we can solve the equation for y and we get Z0Dt0 ,Θ∩{z 6= 0} = Θ×C∗,
being the map s the projection onto the first component. Thus, this stratum
contributes with (q − 1)TΘ.
Adding up all the contributions, we get that, for t0 6= 0
Zgm(LDt0 )(Tt0) = (q
2 + q)(q3 − q)
(
T2 + (2q − 2)T+ + (q − 1)T− + (q − 1)TΘ + qTt20−2
)
.
On the other hand, in the case t0 = 0 we obtain
Zgm(LD0)(T0) = (q
2 + q)(q3 − q) (T2 + T−2 + (2q − 2)T+ + (2q − 2)T− + (q − 1)TΘ) .
4.10. Image of T−t0. The computation for this generator is analogous to the one of Tt0 .
The differences are that, now, the stratum for Id is empty, except in the case t0 = 0, and
the fibration over Θ in the case z = 0 lands in 2− t20. Taking into account these changes, we
obtain that, for t0 6= 0
Zgm(LDt0 )(T−t0) = (q
2 + q)(q3 − q)
(
T−2 + (q − 1)T+ + (2q − 2)T− + (q − 1)TΘ + qT2−t20
)
.
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Remark 4.2. In the case t0 = 0, the generators Tt0 and T−t0 are indistinguishable, so both
calculations of Sections 4.9 and 4.10 must apply. For this reason, Zgm(LD0)(T0) has to be
symmetric in T2, T−2 and T+, T−. This explains the balanced shape of Zgm(LD0)(T0).
4.11. Image of Tt with t 6= ±t0.
• Over ±Id, we have that ZDt,{±Id} = ∅, so these strata add no contribution.
• Over J±, we have that Z0Dt,[J±] = W ∩ {t′ = 2, t fixed}. In particular, since t 6= ±t0,
the product yz 6= 0 so we can solve for y. Hence, we obtain that Z0Dt0 ,[J±] = C
∗ so
these strata contributes with (q − 1)(q2 + q)(q3 − q)T±.
• Over Θ, we have that Z0Dt,Θ = W ∩ {t fixed}.
– For z = 0, t′ is forced to be one of the two (different) roots of the equation for W
in Lemma 3.5, namely τ+(t0, t), τ−(t0, t) ∈ C. Hence, this stratum contributes
as qTτ+(t0,t) + qTτ−(t0,t).
– For z 6= 0, we can solve this equation for y and we get Z0Dt,Θ∩{z 6= 0} = Θ×C∗,
being the map s the projection onto the first component. Thus, this stratum
contributes with (q − 1)TΘ.
Therefore, taking into account all the contributions, we finally get that
Zgm(LDt0 )(Tt) =(q
2 + q)(q3 − q) ((q − 1)T+ + (q − 1)T− + (q − 1)TΘ + qTτ+(t0,t) + qTτ−(t0,t)) .
Remark 4.3. The new traces τ±(t0, t) can be better understood as follows. Let us consider
the eigenvalues of t and write it as t = λ + λ−1, for λ ∈ C∗ − {±1}. Then, the two new
traces τ±(t0, t) are the ones associated to the eigenvalues λ0λ and λ0λ−1, that is, τ+(t0, t) =
λ0λ + λ
−1
0 λ
−1 and τ−(t0, t) = λ0λ−1 + λ−10 λ (or vice-versa, the names τ± are arbitrary). In
particular, for t = ±t0 we have that τ+(t0,±t0) = ±(t20 − 2) and τ−(t0,±t0) = ±2. Since we
have to dismiss the root ±2, we only have one contribution in Sections 4.9 and 4.10.
4.12. The reduced TQFT. From the computations of the previous sections, we have ob-
tained an explicit expression of the morphism Zgm(LDt0 ) on W . With this information at
hand, passing to the localization with respect to q, q + 1 and q − 1 as mentioned in Remark
3.4, we can finally compute the reduced TQFT, Zgm(LDt0 ).
Theorem 4.4. Fix t0 ∈ Θ = C − {±2}. Under the module homomorphism Zgm(LDt0 ) :
K˜(Var/[SL2(C)/SL2(C)])→ K˜(Var/[SL2(C)/SL2(C)]), we have that Zgm(LDt0 )
(W) ⊆W .
Explicitly, in the set of generators, the matrix is
(q3 − q)

T2 T−2 T+ T− TΘ S2 S−2 S2 × S−2 Tt0 T−t0 Tt
T2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
T−2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
T+ 0 0 q q q2 − q 0 0 1− q 2 q − 2 q − 1 q − 1
T− 0 0 q q q2 − q 0 0 1− q q − 1 2 q − 2 q − 1
TΘ 0 0 q q q
2 − q + 1 1− q 1− q 2− q q − 1 q − 1 q − 1
S2 0 0 0 0 0 q q 0 0 0 0
S−2 0 0 0 0 0 q q 0 0 0 0
S2 × S−2 0 0 0 0 q 0 0 q 0 0 0
Tt0 q
2 + q 0 q 0 −q −q −q −q 0 0 0
T−t0 0 q2 + q 0 q −q −q −q −q 0 0 0
Tt20−2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 q 0 0
T2−t20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 q 0
Tτ+(t0,t) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 q
Tτ−(t0,t) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 q

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In the case t0 = 0, the images of T±2, T±, S±2, S2 × S−2 or Tt with t 6= 0 are the same as
above, but the image of T0 is given by
Zgm(LDt0 )(T0) = (q3 − q) (T2 + T−2 + (2q − 2)T+ + (2q − 2)T− + (q − 1)TΘ)
Proof. From the computations above, we know the explicit expression of Zgm(LDt0 ) :W →
W . The reduced TQFT is Zgm(LDt0 ) = Zgm(LDt0 ) ◦ η−1. Thus, as η(W) ⊆ W , the same
holds for Zgm(LDt0 ). Moreover, from the expression of η given by [8, Proposition 6.3] and
Lemma 3.3, the matrix of Zgm(LDt0 ) can be explicitly computed using a computer algebra
system. 
4.13. Image of Tt under other tubes. Once completed the computation of Z
gm(LDt0 ),
we need to extend the calculations in Sections 6.3 and 6.4 of [8] for Zgm(L) and Zgm(L[J±])
to the whole W . Since the image of the generators of W ⊆W is known [8, Theorem 6.5], it
is enough to compute the elements Zgm(L)(Tt), Z
gm(L[J+])(Tt) and Z
gm(L[J−])(Tt).
This task can be performed following the strategy of the previous sections, but there
is a shortest path that we shall explain here. By Theorem 4.4, we have Zgm(LDt)(T2) =
(q2+q)(q3−q)Tt. Now, observe that the bordisms L[J±] : (S1, ?)→ (S1, ?) and LDt : (S1, ?)→
(S1, ?) commute as morphisms of Bdp2(Λ) so Zgm(LDt)◦Zgm(L[J±]) = Zgm(L[J±])◦Zgm(LDt).
Therefore, since η(Tt) = (q
2 + q)Tt and Zgm(LDt)(T2) = Tt, we get that
(q3 − q)Zgm(L[J±])(Tt) = (q3 − q)Zgm(L[J±]) (η(Tt)) = (q3 − q)(q2 + q)Zgm(L[J±]) (Tt)
= Zgm(L[J±]) ◦ Zgm(LDt)(T2) = Zgm(LDt) ◦ Zgm(L[J±])(T2).
These last term can be computed from the expression of Zgm(L[J±]) in [8, Theorem 6.5]
and Theorem 4.4 for Zgm(LDt). Moreover, analogous arguments hold for the bordism L :
(S1, ?)→ (S1, ?). Putting together this information we obtain the following result.
Proposition 4.5. The image of Tt ∈ K (Var/[SL2(C)/SL2(C)]) under the endomorphisms
Zgm(L[J±]) and Z
gm(L) is
Zgm(L[J±])(Tt) = (q
3 − q)2 (T+ + T− + TΘ + T±t) ,
Zgm(L)(Tt) = (q
3 − q)2 ((q2 + 4q + 1)(T2 + T−2) + (q2 + 2q + 3)(q − 1)q(T+ + T−)
+ (q4 + q3 − q2 + q + 1)TΘ + 3q2(S2 + S−2) + (q3 + q2 + q)S2 × S−2
+ (q3 − q2)Tt
)
.
Remark 4.6. As in the case of Theorem 4.4, from this information and the explicit expression
of the endomorphism η, we can easily compute the reduced versions Zgm(L) and Zgm(L[J±]).
5. The interaction phenomenon
The previous computation shows that there exists a dichotomy in the behavior of the
TQFT on the skyscraper generators over Θ. Fix t0 ∈ Θ and consider the tube LDt0 :
(S1, ?)→ (S1, ?). As shown in Theorem 4.4, for t ∈ Θ−{±t0}, the images of the generators
Tt under LDt0 are
Zgm(LDt0 )(Tt) = (q2 + q)(q3 − q)
(
(q − 1)T+ + (q − 1)T− + (q − 1)TΘ
+ qTτ+(t0,t) + qTτ−(t0,t)
)
.
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Therefore, these images are essentially equal with varying t ∈ Θ−{±t0}. However, for t = t0
the image has a different shape
Zgm(LDt0 )(Tt0) = (q2 + q)(q3 − q)
(
(q − 1)T+ + (q − 1)T− + (q − 1)TΘ
+ qTt20−2 + T2 + (q − 1)T+
)
.
We can interpret this last element as follows. In this case, we have that τ+(t0, t0) = t
2
0 − 2
but τ−(t0, t0) = 2. Hence, one of the two new skyscraper generators lies over the matrices of
trace 2 i.e. {Id} ∪ [J+]. In this way, the contribution qTτ−(t0,t0) that appears in the generic
case becomes T2 +(q−1)T+ in the case t = t0. We may understand this phenomenon as that
the trace t0 interacts with the generator Tt0 destroying the element qTτ−(t0,t0) and creating
two new elements T2 and (q − 1)T+. Analogous considerations can be done for t = −t0,
where qTτ−(t0,−t0) is destroyed and a new contribution T−2 + (q − 1)T− appears.
This ‘interaction phenomenon’ makes the computation of the iterated element Zgm(LDts )◦
. . . ◦ Zgm(LDt1 )(T2) ∈ W much more involved that the non-semisimple case of [8]. In this
section, we shall study thoroughly this interaction phenomenon and we shall provide an
explicit formula for the iterated element.
5.1. The generic part. Let us consider in the first place the generic case. The importance
of this situation is that, for generic traces t1, . . . , ts, we can obtain a closed formula for the
image of the bordism LDts ◦ . . . ◦ LDt1 ◦D : ∅ → (S1, ?).
Definition 5.1. Let t1, . . . , ts ∈ Θ be traces, and let us write them as ti = λi+λ−1i for some
λi ∈ C∗ − {±1}. We will say that they are generic if all the products λ±11 · · ·λ±1` 6= ±1 for
all 1 ≤ ` ≤ s.
Remark 5.2. This definition of genericity agrees with the Definition 4.6.1 of [21]. However,
as we will see, we came up to this definition guided through a different path.
With a view towards the following result, for simplicity let us denote by τ : C∗−{±1} →
Θ = C − {±2} the map τ(λ) = λ + λ−1. This is the quotient map for the action of Z2 on
C∗ − {±1} by λ 7→ λ−1, i.e. permutation of the eigenvalues.
Proposition 5.3. Let t1, . . . , ts ∈ Θ be a generic set of traces, and let us write them as
ti = λi + λ
−1
i for some λi ∈ C∗ − {±1}. Then we have
Zgm(LDts ◦ . . . ◦ LDt1 )(T2) = (q3 − q)s−1 (as(T2 + T−2) + bs(T+ + T−) + csTΘ + dsS2 × S−2)
+
(q3 − q)s(q + 1)
2
∑
(1,...,s)∈{±1}s
qsTτ(λ11 ···λss ).
The coefficients are given by
as = q
s(q + 1)s + q2(q + 1)s − 2s−1qs(q + 1)2,
bs = q
s(q + 1)s+1(q − 1)− 2s−1qs(q + 1)2(q − 1),
cs = q
s+2(q + 1)s + q2(q + 1)s − 2s−1qs+1(q + 1)2,
ds = q
s+1(q + 1)s + q3(q + 1)s − 2s−1qs+1(q + 1)2.
Proof. The formulae for the coefficients as, bs, cs and ds follow easily by an induction argu-
ment using the matrix of Theorem 4.4. For the coefficients of the skyscraper generators Tt
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for t ∈ Θ, the key point is to observe that the linear relation (q2 + q)as + qbs− qcs− qds = 0
holds for any s > 0. Hence, working by induction we have that
Zgm(LDts+1 ◦ . . . ◦ LDt1 )(T2) = (q3 − q)s (as+1(T2 + T−2) + bs+1(T+ + T−)
+cs+1TΘ + ds+1S2 × S−2 +
(
(q2 + q)as + qbs − qcs − qds
)
Tts+1
)
+
(q3 − q)s+1(q + 1)
2
∑
1,...,s
qs Zgm(LDts+1 )
(
Tτ(λ11 ···λss )
)∣∣∣
Θ
.
The formula for the skyscraper generators follows from the observation that, for any λ ∈
C∗ − {±1}, we have Zgm(LDts+1 )
(
Tτ(λ)
)∣∣∣
Θ
= qTτ(λλs+1) + qTτ(λλ−1s+1). 
5.2. The interaction term. Despite our success in the computation of the generic sit-
uation, we still need to correct this result to take into account the contribution in the
non-generic case. For this purpose, suppose that we have traces t1, . . . , ts ∈ Θ and let us
write them as ti = λi + λ
−1
i for λi ∈ C∗ − {±1}. We shall denote
α+ =
1
2
∣∣{(1, . . . , s) ∈ {±1}s ∣∣λ11 · · ·λss = 1}∣∣ ,
α− =
1
2
∣∣{(1, . . . , s) ∈ {±1}s ∣∣λ11 · · ·λss = −1}∣∣ .
If we need to make explicit the set of traces over which α± is computed, we will write
α±(t1, . . . , ts).
In this situation, we define the interaction term of the traces t1, . . . , ts as
I(t1, . . . , ts) = qs−1(q3 − q)s(q + 1) (α+(T2 + (q − 1)T+) + α−(T−2 + (q − 1)T−)) .
Observe that I does not depend on the chosen ordering of the traces ti nor the choice the
eigenvalue λi or λ
−1
i for ti. Hence, indeed it only depends on the set of traces.
The importance of this term comes from the following result.
Proposition 5.4. Let t1, . . . , ts ∈ Θ be any traces. Then we have
Zgm(LDts ◦ . . . ◦ LDt1 )(T2) = (q3 − q)s−1 (as(T2 + T−2) + bs(T+ + T−) + csTΘ + dsS2 × S−2)
+
(q3 − q)s(q + 1)
2
∑
1,...,s
qsTτ(λ11 ···λss ) + I(t1, . . . , ts),
where the sum on the skyscraper generators runs over the set of tuples (1, . . . , s) ∈ {±1}s
such that λ11 · · ·λss 6= ±1.
Proof. Firstly, observe that, if t1, . . . , ts are generic, then I(t1, . . . , ts) = 0 and the result
follows from Proposition 5.3. We will prove the result by induction on s. For the base case
s = 1, the formula holds since this case is always generic.
In the general case, we may suppose that ts+1 is not generic with t1, . . . , ts. For sim-
plicity, let us denote As = (q
3 − q)s−1(as(T2 + T−2) + bs(T+ + T−) + csTΘ + dsS2 × S−2)
and Ss =
1
2
∑
qsTτ(λ11 ···λss ). Observe that, if we shorten α
s
± = α±(t1, . . . , ts) and α
s+1
± =
α±(t1, . . . , ts+1), then the number of times that T±t0 appears in Ss is precisely α
s+1
± . Now we
separate the sum as
Ss = α
s+1
+ q
sTts+1 + α
s+1
− q
sT−ts+1 +
1
2
∑
λ±11 ···λ±1s 6=λ±1s+1
qsTτ(λ±11 ···λ±1s ).
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When we compare Zgm(LDts )(Ss) with respect to the image of the same sum in the generic
case, we see that each generator T±ts+1 gives an extra contribution to the submoduleW ⊆W
of (q3 − q)(T±2 + (q − 1)T±). This implies a total extra contribution of qs(q3 − q)s+1(q +
1)(αs+1+ (T2 +(q−1)T+)+αs+1− (T−2 +(q−1)T−)) = I(t1, . . . , ts+1) with respect to the generic
case. This justifies the appearance of the new interaction term.
On the other hand, Ss has 2
s − 2αs+ − 2αs− summands, which is 2(αs+ + αs−) fewer terms
than the generic case. This implies that Zgm(LDts )(Ss) has a missing contribution of (αs+ +
αs−)q
s(q3 − q)(q − 1)(T+ + T− + TΘ) to the submodule W ⊆ W with respect to the generic
case. Moreover, it also creates a deficit of 2qs+1(q3 − q)s+1(q + 1)(αs+Tts+1 + αs−Tts+1) to the
submodule generated by the skyscraper generators, coming from the 2(αs+ + α
s
−) missing
terms in Ss satisfying λ
1
1 · · ·λss = ±1. This missing contribution is offset with the image of
the old interaction term, as
Zgm(LDts+1 ) (I(t1, . . . , ts)) = (αs+ + αs−)qs(q3 − q)s+1(q2 − 1)(T+ + T− + TΘ)
+ 2qs+1(q3 − q)s+1(q + 1)(αs+Tts+1 + αs−Tts+1).
Putting together these observations, we finally get that
Zgm(LDts+1 )
(
As + (q
3 − q)s(q + 1)Ss + I(t1, . . . , ts)
)
= As+1 + (q
3 − q)s+1(q + 1)Ss+1
+ I(t1, . . . , ts+1)− Zgm(LDts+1 )(I(t1, . . . , ts)) + Zgm(LDts+1 )(I(t1, . . . , ts))
= As+1 + (q
3 − q)s+1(q + 1)Ss+1 + I(t1, . . . , ts+1),
as we wanted to prove. 
Remark 5.5. In Definition 5.1, we defined a set of traces t1, . . . , ts to be generic as the property
of having no interaction within any subset t1, . . . , t` for 1 ≤ ` ≤ s. However, Proposition 5.4
proves that, indeed, the final result does not depend on the potential interactions on proper
subsets but only on the whole set t1, . . . , ts. This is a quite surprising memoryless property
that cannot be expected from the only shape of the TQFT.
Once we know how to control the interaction phenomenon, we can finally give a closed
formula for the virtual class of any parabolic representation variety.
Theorem 5.6. Let Σg be the closed orientable genus g surface and fix traces t1, . . . , ts, maybe
non-generic. Let Q be a parabolic structure with r punctures with holonomy [J+] and s > 0
punctures with holonomies Dt1 , . . . ,Dts. The virtual class of XSL2(C)(Σg, Q) in K˜VarC is
• If r > 0, then[
XSL2(C)(Σg, Q)
]
= q2g+s−1(q − 1)2g+r−1(q + 1) (22g+s−1 − 2s + (q + 1)2g+r+s−2)
+ Ir(t1, . . . , ts).
The interaction term is given by
Ir(t1, . . . , ts) = q2g+s−1(q − 1)2g+r−1(α+ + α−)
(
22g + 22gq − 2q − 2
+ (q + 1)2g+r + (q + 1)
(
1− 22g−1 − 1
2
(q + 1)2g+r−1
))
+ q2g+s−1(q − 1)2g+r(q + 1)α+.
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• If r = 0, then[
XSL2(C)(Σg, Q)
]
= q2g+s−1(q − 1)2g−1(q + 1)(22g+s−1 − 2s + (q + 1)2g+s−2
+ q2−2g−s(q + 1)2g+s−2) + I0(t1, . . . , ts).
The interaction term is given by
I0(t1, . . . , ts) = qs−1(q − 1)2g−1(q + 1)(α+ + α−)
(
q(q + 1)2g−1 + q2g(q + 1)2g−1
−q2g(q + 1)2g−1 − q(q + 1)2g−1)+ q2g+s−1(q − 1)2g(q + 1)α+.
Proof. The proof is a computation using the results of [8, Theorem 6.5 and Corollary 6.9]
and Proposition 5.4. Let us focus on the case r > 0, being the case r = 0 analogous. In
that case, if A ⊆ Σg is a set of g + r + s + 1 base points, we can decompose (Σg, A,Q) =
D† ◦ Lg ◦ Lr[J+] ◦ LDts ◦ . . . ◦ LDt1 ◦ D. Therefore, since Zgm(D)(1) = T2, via the reduced
TQFT we obtain that
[X(Σg, Q)] =
1
(q3 − q)g+r+sZ
gm(D†) ◦ Zgm(L)g ◦ Zgm(L[J+])r ◦ Zgm(LDts ◦ . . . ◦ LDt1 )(T2).
The computation of Zgm(LDts ◦ . . .◦LDt1 )(T2) = As+(q3− q)s(q+1)Ss+I(t1, . . . , ts) was
accomplished in Proposition 5.4. Observe that this element lies in the submodule V ⊆ W
generated byW and the skyscraper generators Tτ(λ±11 ···λ±1s ) for ti = λi+λ−1i . This submoduleV is finitely generated and invariant under the maps Zgm(L) and Zgm(L[J+]).
Hence, using the computations of Zgm(L) and Zgm(L[J+]) of [8], we can write their
matricial expression in the natural set of generators of V . Now, we decompose them as
Zgm(L) = PDP−1 and Zgm(L[J+]) = P+D+P−1+ , with D and D+ their Jordan forms (that,
indeed, are diagonal matrices). Let T ∗2 = Zgm(D†) : V → K˜VarC be the dual form of T2
with respect to the standard generators of V . Then, we have that
(q3 − q)g+r+s [XSL2(C)(Σg, Q)] =T ∗2PDgP−1P+Dr+P−1+ (As + (q3 − q)s(q + 1)Ss)
+ T ∗2PD
gP−1P+Dr+P
−1
+ (I(t1, . . . , ts)) .
Since D and D+ are diagonal matrices, the powers D
g and Dr+ can be computed explic-
itly. Hence, with the aid of a computer algebra system, the first summand gives the first
term in the statement and the second summand gives the interaction term Ir(t1, . . . , ts) =
T ∗2PD
gP−1P+Dr+P
−1
+ (I(t1, . . . , ts)). 
Remark 5.7. The formula above for r > 0 is not valid for the case r = 0, since Zgm(L[J+]) :
V → V has a non-trivial kernel and, thus, D0+ 6= Id.
Remark 5.8. The previous result applies for a more general class of parabolic structures.
Let Σg be the closed orientable surface of genus g. Let us denote by Q
t1,...,ts
t,r+,r− the parabolic
structure with t points with holonomy {−Id}, r+ points with holonomy [J+], r− points
with holonomy [J−] and s points with respective holonomies Dt1 , . . . ,Dts . If t+ r− is even,
then X(Σg, Q
t1,...,ts
t,r+,r−) is isomorphic to X(Σg, Q
t1,...,ts
0,r++r−,0), which is one of the representation
varieties considered in Theorem 5.6. On the other hand, if t + r− is odd and s > 0, then
X(Σg, Q
t1,...,ts
t,r+,r−) is isomorphic to X(Σg, Q
−t1,...,ts
0,r++r−,0), which is also one of the cases considered
above. The remaining case of having t + r− odd and s = 0 can also be accomplished, as
shown in [8, Theorem 6.11], but in general it gives a different virtual class.
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6. Parabolic SL2(C)-character varieties
Let G be a complex reductive algebraic group, let X be a topological space with finitely
generated fundamental group and let Q be a parabolic structure, with associated represen-
tation variety XG(X,Q).
The variety XG(X,Q) parametrizes the set of all the parabolic representations pi1(X)→ G,
but it does not take into account that some representations might be isomorphic. Hence, if
we want to consider the moduli space of parabolic representations up to isomorphism, we
need to quotient XG(X,Q) by the action of G by conjugation. This can be done via the GIT
quotient
RG(X,Q) = XG(X,Q) G.
This is the so-called G-character variety of X with parabolic structure Q. In this section,
we will focus on the computation of the virtual class [RG(X,Q)] ∈ KVarC.
6.1. Review of the theory of pseudo-quotients. In [9], it is given an algorithm for the
computation of the virtual classes of character varieties in terms of the virtual classes of the
associated representation varieties. For the sake of completeness, here we will sketch briefly
the method.
The key concept introduced for this aim is the pseudo-quotient. Given a complex algebraic
variety X with the action of an algebraic group G, a pseudo-quotient of X by G is a complex
algebraic variety X¯ with a surjective G-invariant regular morphism pi : X → X¯ such that,
for any disjoint G-invariant closed sets W1,W2 ⊆ X, the Zariski closures of pi(W1) and
pi(W2) in X¯ are disjoint. It may be understood as a week version of a good quotient (in the
GIT sense [25]) in which we get rid of the condition that X¯ is a categorical quotient of X.
Pseudo-quotients of an action may not be unique, as shown in [9, Example 3.6]. However, in
[9, Corollary 3.10] it is proven that, if X¯1, X¯2 are two pseudo-quotients for the action of G
on X, then the associated virtual classes [X¯1] = [X¯2], as elements of KVarC. In particular,
if X admits a GIT quotient X G, then [X¯] = [X G] for any pseudo-quotient X¯ of X.
However, the key property of pseudo-quotients for our purposes is that they behave well
with respect to stratifications. Suppose that U ⊆ X is an orbitwise-closed open set. This
means that U is a Zariski open set such that, for any x ∈ U , the Zariski closure of the orbit
of x under the action of G is also in U . In that case, we can decompose X = Y unionsqU with Y a
closed G-invariant set. Then, [9, Theorem 4.1] shows that, if Y¯ and U¯ are pseudo-quotients
for the action of G on Y and U respectively, then [X¯] = [Y¯ ]+ [U¯ ]. Hence, the virtual class of
a pseudo-quotient of X can be computed by focusing on the corresponding ones for Y and
U .
Finally, another very useful property of pseudo-quotients holds. Suppose that there exists
a subvariety Y ⊆ X and an algebraic subgroup H ⊆ G that ‘concentrates’ the information
of the quotient of X by G. More precisely, this means that H acts on Y making it an
orbitwise-closed set, that the closure of any G-orbit of x ∈ X intersects with H and that,
for any closed H-invariant sets W1,W2 ⊆ Y , they are disjoint if and only if the closure of
their G-orbits on X are disjoint. This situation (Y,H) is called a core for the action. Then,
in [9, Proposition 4.4], it is proven that if X¯ is a pseudo-quotient of X by G and Y¯ is a
pseudo-quotient of Y by H, then [X¯] = [Y¯ ]. Hence, we can also focus on the action on the
core and, up to virtual class, it has all the information of the global quotient.
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6.2. Stratification analysis of character varieties. With the theory of pseudo-quotients
at hand, we can easily stratify the action of G on the representation variety. Let us denote
by XrG(X,Q) and X
ir
G(X,Q) the subvarieties of XG(X,Q) of reducible and irreducible repre-
sentations, respectively. We have a decomposition XG(X,Q) = X
r
G(X,Q) unionsq XirG(X,Q) with
the first stratum being a closed set and the second stratum being an open orbitwise-closed
set ([9, Proposition 6.2]). Hence, we have that
[RG(X,Q)] = [XrG(X,Q) G] + [XirG(X,Q) G] .
Now, suppose that G is a linear algebraic group (so in particular it is affine). Then,
by [9, Proposition 6.4] we have that XirG(X,Q) → XirG(X,Q)  Inn(G) is a free geometric
quotient, where Inn(G) = G/Z(G) is the group of inner automorphisms of G. Applying now
[9, Theorem 5.4] we finally get [XirG(X,Q) G] [Inn(G)] = [XirG(X,Q)].
Furthermore, suppose that G = SLn(C). If XdSLn(C)(X,Q) is the subvariety of completely
reduced representations with respect to the standard basis of Cn (i.e. diagonal matrices), then
an adaptation of Proposition 7.3 and Corollary 7.4 of [9] implies that (XdSLn(C)(X,Q), Sn) is
a core for the action of SLn(C) on XrSLn(C)(X,Q). Here Sn denotes the symmetric group
that acts on XdSLn(C)(X,Q) by permutation of eigenvalues. Thus, [X
r
SLn(C)(X,Q)SLn(C)] =
[XdSLn(C)(X)/Sn].
Hence, if we localize KVarC by [PGLn(C)] = [Inn (SLn(C))], these decompositions give
the formula
[RSLn(C)(X,Q)] = [XrSLn(C)(X,Q)  SLn(C)]+
[
XirSLn(C)(X,Q)
]
[PGLn(C)]
(2)
=
[
XdSLn(C)(X,Q)  Sn]+
[
XSLn(C)(X,Q)
]− [XrSLn(C)(X,Q)]
[PGLn(C)]
.
6.3. Semi-simple punctures. From now on, we will consider the case G = SL2(C). In
order to lighten the notation, we shall omit the group from the notation again. Let Σg be
the compact orientable surface of genus g ≥ 1. Choose t1, . . . , ts ∈ Θ and let Q be the
parabolic structure with s punctures with holonomies Dt1 , . . . ,Dts .
In order to understand the action of SL2(C) on the representation variety X(Σg, Q), we
consider Xut(Σg, Q) ⊆ X(Σg, Q) the set of upper triangular representations. Let us take
A = (A1, B1, . . . , Ag, Bg, C1, . . . , Cs) be a tuple of upper triangular matrices with Ci ∈ Dti ,
say
A =
((
µ1 a1
0 µ−11
)
,
(
ν1 b1
0 ν−11
)
, . . . ,
(
µg ag
0 µ−1g
)
,
(
νg bg
0 ν−1g
)
,
(
λ1 c1
0 λ−11
)
, . . . ,
(
λs cs
0 λ−1s
))
with µi, νi ∈ C∗, λi + λ−1i = ti and ai, bi, ci ∈ C. Then, we have that
g∏
i=1
[Ai, Bi]
s∏
k=1
Ck =
λ1 · · ·λs
g∑
i=1
µiνi
[(
νi − ν−1i
)
bi −
(
µi − µ−1i
)
ai
]
+
s∑
k=1
(∏
j 6=k
λj
)
ck = 0
0 λ−11 · · ·λ−1s

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Therefore, A ∈ Xut(Σg, Q) if and only if the following system of equations holds
(3)

λ1 · · ·λs = 1,
g∑
i=1
µiνi
[(
νi − ν−1i
)
bi −
(
µi − µ−1i
)
ai
]
+
s∑
k=1
λ−1k ck = 0.
As in Section 5.2, in order to control the first condition, we consider the set
Λ =
{
(λ1, . . . , λs) ∈ (C∗)s |λ1 · · ·λs = 1, λi + λ−1i = ti
}
,
so that α+ =
1
2
|Λ|.
• For the quotient of Xr(Σg, Q) by SL2(C), we have that (Xd(Σg, Q),Z2) is a core
for the action. Since Xd(Σg, Q) = (C∗)2g × Λ and Z2 acts on Λ by (λ1, . . . , λs) 7→
(λ−11 , . . . , λ
−1
s ), we obtain[
Xd(Σg, Q)/Z2
]
=
[
(C∗)2g × Λ/Z2
]
= α+(q − 1)2g.
• For the calculation of [Xr(Σg, Q)], we stratify taking care of equations (3).
– Let X(Σg, Q)
cr ⊆ Xr(Σg, Q) be the set of completely reducible representations.
Any element of X(Σg, Q)
cr is conjugate to one of the form((
µ1 0
0 µ−11
)
, . . . ,
(
νg 0
0 ν−1g
)
,
(
λ1 0
0 λ−11
)
, . . . ,
(
λs 0
0 λ−1s
))
,
with (µ1, . . . , νg) ∈ (C∗)2g and (λ1, . . . , λs) ∈ Λ. This representation is unique
up to permutation of the eigenvalues, so we have a double covering
(SL2(C)/C∗)× (C∗)2g × Λ −→ X(Σg, Q)cr.
Therefore, as shown in [9, Remark 5.3], we obtain
[X(Σg, Q)
cr] = α+(q
2 + q)(q − 1)2g.
– Let X(Σg, Q)
ncr ⊆ Xr(Σg, Q) be the set of reducible but not completely reducible
representations. In this case, any element is conjugated to one of the form((
µ1 a1
0 µ−11
)
, . . . ,
(
νg bg
0 ν−1g
)
,
(
λ1 c1
0 λ−11
)
, . . . ,
(
λs cs
0 λ−1s
))
,
with (µ1, . . . , νg) ∈ (C∗)2g, (λ1, . . . , λs) ∈ Λ and (a1, . . . , bg, c1, . . . , cs) ∈ pi where
pi is the hyperplane of C2g+s given by
pi =
{
g∑
i=1
µiνi
[(
νi − ν−1i
)
bi −
(
µi − µ−1i
)
ai
]
+
s∑
i=1
λ−1i ci = 0
}
.
In order to compute its virtual class, we have a fibration
C∗ × C −→ PGL2(C)× Ω −→ X(Σg, Q)ncr.
Here, Ω = [(C∗)2g × Λ]× [pi − `] with ` the line spanned by (µ1 − µ−11 , . . . , νg −
ν−1g , λ1 − λ−11 , . . . , λs − λ−1s ). Therefore, we have
[X(Σg, Q)
ncr] = 2α+
q3 − q
(q − 1)q (q − 1)
2g
(
q2g+s−1 − q) .
Hence, putting all the computations together we get
[Xr(Σg, Q)] = α+(q − 1)2g(q + 1)
(
2q2g+s−1 − q) .
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Now observe that, since [PGL2(C)] = q(q + 1)(q − 1), it is invertible in K˜VarC. Hence,
plugging all these data into formula (2) and using Theorem 5.6, we finally get that
[R(Σg, Q)] = q2g+s−2(q − 1)2g−2
(
22g+s−1 − 2s + (q + 1)2g+s−2)+ (q2 − 1)2g−2(q + 1)s
+ 2α+(q − 1)2g−1(2q − 2q2g+s−2 − 1) + I0(t1, . . . , ts)
q3 − q .
6.4. Holonomies of general type. Now, apart from the chosen semi-simple holonomies
t1, . . . , ts ∈ Θ over punctures p1, . . . , ps ∈ Σg, let us pick new different points q1, . . . , qr ∈ Σg.
In this case, we consider the parabolic structure Q with holonomy Dti over pi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ s,
and [J+] over all the points q1, . . . , qr.
Observe that, in this case, the action of PGL2(C) on the associated representation variety
X(Σg, Q) is free since Stab SL2(C) (Dλ) ∩ Stab SL2(C) (J+) = {±Id}. Thus, all the orbits are
isomorphic and this implies that the action is also closed. Therefore, we have that
[R(Σg, Q)] = [X(Σg, Q)]
[PGL2(C)]
= q2g+s−2(q − 1)2g+r−2 (22g+s−1 − 2s + (q + 1)2g+r+s−2)
+
Ir(t1, . . . , ts)
q3 − q .
With these results at hand, we are ready to finish the proof of the the main theorem of
this paper.
Theorem 6.1. Let us fix integers r+, r−, t ≥ 0, s > 0 and traces t1, . . . , ts ∈ Θ. Consider
a parabolic structure Q with r+ punctures with holonomy [J+], r− punctures with holonomy
[J−], s punctures with holonomies Dt1 , . . . ,Dts and t punctures with holonomies {−Id}. Set
r = r+ + r− and σ = (−1)r−+t. The virtual class of RSL2(C)(Σg, Q) in K˜VarC is
• If r > 0, then[RSL2(C)(Σg, Q)] = q2g+s−2(q − 1)2g+r−2 (22g+s−1 − 2s + (q + 1)2g+r+s−2)+ Ir(σt1, . . . , ts)q3 − q .
• If r = 0, then[RSL2(C)(Σg, Q)] = q2g+s−2(q − 1)2g−2 (22g+s−1 − 2s + (q + 1)2g+s−2)+ (q2 − 1)2g−2(q + 1)s
+ 2ασ(q − 1)2g−1(2q − 2q2g+s−2 − 1) + I0(σt1, . . . , ts)
q3 − q .
Proof. If there are no punctures with holonomies [J−] or {−Id}, the result follows from the
computations above. In the general case, as we showed in Remark 5.8, if r− + t is even (i.e.
σ = 1) we can cancel the negative holonomies [J−] and {−Id} pairwise and the resulting
variety is isomorphic to only having r+ + r− punctures of type [J+].
If r− + t is odd (i.e. σ = −1), we need to change the traces of the semi-simple holonomies
to −t1, t2, . . . , ts. The only effect in this case is that α+(−t1, t2, . . . , ts) = α−(t1, t2, . . . , ts) so
the roles of α+ and α− are interchanged. 
If we interpret q = [C] ∈ KVarC as the image in K-theory of the mixed Hodge structure
on the compactly supported cohomology of C (i.e. the Tate structure of weight 2), the
computations of this paper also give rise to the virtual Hodge structure on character varieties.
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Under this point of view, the results of this paper agree with the calculations of [8, 9] in the
case of punctures of Jordan type.
Moreover, if we interpret q as a variable in the polynomial ring Z[q, q−1], we also obtain the
E-polynomials of the corresponding character varieties. Under this perspective, the results
of this paper agree with the existing computations in the literature. Theorem 6.1 agrees
with [15] for at most 2 marked points of semi-simple holonomy and genus 1 (notice that
there is a typo in [15] in the case r = s = 1). The result also agrees with [16, 17, 18] for
a single marked point and arbitrary genus of semi-simple type. If the surface has a single
marked point of type {−Id} (the so-called twisted variety) and arbitrary many semi-simple
punctures of generic type, this result agrees with [11].
Remark 6.2. The virtual classes of the character varieties with s = 0 are also known from
[18, 9]. To be precise, in these papers the computation is done for the virtual image of the
mixed Hodge structure. However, following the lines of this paper, the arguments can be
adapted to give the same virtual classes in KVarC by interpreting q = [C].
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